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Abstract

In this work characterisation methods and fuel cell hardware were developed for
studying the components of the polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC). Humidifiers and
other components were tested in order to develop reproducible and reliable
experimental techniques. A set-up for testing larger cells and stacks was developed.

A new type of polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell was developed for laboratory
investigations. Current collector material and gas flow channels can easily be
modified in this construction. The electrode potentials can be measured at the gas
backing layers, thereby allowing measurement of contact resistances. The use of a
reference electrode is also possible. 

Contact resistances were studied in situ as a function of time, clamping pressure,
gas pressure and current density. Ex-situ measurements were used to validate the
in-situ contact resistance measurements. The validity and error sources of the
applied in-situ measurement methods with reference electrodes and potential probes
were studied using both computer simulations and experiments.

An in-house membrane electrode assembly (MEA) production line was developed.
In-house produced MEAs were utilised in both membrane degradation and mass
transport studies. 

The durability testing of PVDF based membranes membranes was studied both by
fuel cell experiments and ex-situ testing. Raman spectra were measured for used
membranes.

A current distribution measurement method was developed. The effect of inlet
humidification and gas composition at the cathode side was studied. In addition, two
different flow field geometries were studied. The results of current distribution
measurements were used to validate a PEFC model.

Methods for characterising gas diffusion layer (GDL) performance by fuel cell testing
and ex-situ measurements were developed. The performance of GDL materials was
tested with varying cell compression and cathode humidity. Porosity, pore size
distribution and contact angle were determined. Electrical contact resistance,
thermal impedance and gas permeabilities were measured at different compression
levels.

Development work on a stack with stainless steel net was carried out as well as
characterisation studies of different stack components. Thermal impedances and
flow field permeability were measured.  

Mass transport limitations in the cathodes were studied by varying the electrode
thickness, partial pressure and humidity of oxygen.

Keywords: polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cell (PEFC), contact resistance,
clamping pressure, stainless steel, membrane degradation, current distribution, gas
diffusion layer, stack, thermal impedance, permeability.
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Sammanfattning 

I detta arbete har karakteriseringsmetoder och bränslecellshårdvara utvecklats för
att studera komponenter till polymerelektrolytbränslecell (PEFC). Uppfuktare och
annan utrustning har utvärderats för att utveckla reproducerbara och tillförlitliga
experimentella metoder. En uppställning för utvärdering av större celler och staplar
har utvecklats.

En ny typ av PEFC för forskningsändamål har utvecklats. I denna konstruktion kan
strömtilledarmaterial och flödeskanaler på ett enkelt sätt modifieras och
elektrodernas potential kan mätas vid gasdiffusionsskiktet (GDL). Detta möjliggör
studier av kontaktresistanser som funktion av applicerat tryck. Det är dessutom
möjligt att använda referenselektroder. 

Kontaktresistanser i cellen undersöktes in situ som funktion av tid, applicerat tryck,
gastryck och strömtäthet. Ex-situ mätningar utfördes för validering av in-situ
mätningarna. Pålitlighet vid använding av referenselektroder och potentialprober
utvärderades både med hjälp av datormodeller och experimentella studier.

En produktionslina för tillverkning av membran/elektrodpaket (MEA) har utvecklats.
Egentillverkade MEA har använts både för att studera memrandegradering och
masstransport.

Livlängdsegenskaper hos PVDF baserade membran studerades genom
bränslecellsexperiment. Bränslecellsexperimenter kompletterades med ex-situ
experiment. Bränslecellstestade membran studerades med Raman spectroscopy.

Ett  mätsystem för att studera strömfördelning i en PEFC har utvecklats. Påverkan av
ingående luftfuktighet och syrehalt studerades. Dessutom studerades två olika
flödegeometrier. Resultat från experimenten har använts för att verifiera en PEFC
model.

Karakteriseringsmetoder för GDL har utvecklats, både genom bränslecellstest och
ex-situ metoder. Prestanda hos flera olika kommersiella GDL bestämdes under
varierande celltryck och katodgasfuktighet. Porositet, porfördelningen och
kontaktvinkel uppmättes med ex-situ metoder. Elektriska kontaktresistanser,
termiska motstånd och luftpermeabilitet mättes vid olika celltryck. 

Utvecklingsarbete för att bygga en bränslecellstapel med rostfria stålnät har utförts
samt karakterisering av stapelkomponenter. Termiska motstånd och permeabilitet
hos flödesstrukturen karakteriserades.  

Masstransportbegränsningar hos katoder studerades genom att variera
elektrodtjockleken, partialtryck av syrgas samt relativ fuktighet.

Nyckelord: polymerelektrolytbränslecell, kontaktmotstånd, celltryck, rostfritt stål,
membrandegradering, strömfördelning, gasdiffusionsskikt, stapel, termisk motstånd,
permeabilitet.
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1. Introduction

The development of polymer electrolyte fuel cells (PEFC) during the last decade has
brought these devices to the brink of large-scale commercialisation. Consequently,
PEFC are currently introduced in the market in various niche applications. The
progress in PEFC development has reduced the cost of the PEFC system, but it is
still today too high especially for passenger vehicle applications. Further
improvements in price, weight and volume of the PEFC system are required. There
are several issues remaining and improvements can be made at both theoretical and
technical levels.

1.1 The scope of this thesis

The primary purpose of this thesis was to develop experimental hardware and
research methods for the characterisation of materials and flow fields used in a
PEFC. 

The development of material characterisation methods has included the study of
contact resistances between current collector and gas diffusion layer, the study of
mass transport limitations in the electrodes and the study of membrane degradation.
Material data from these studies has been used in the modelling of electrode
processes and fluid mechanics of the PEFC. 

A part of the work was also to develop fabrication methods for the membrane
electrode assemblies (MEA) which were needed in electrode studies, membrane
degradation studies as wells as initial experiments with larger cells. 

An important part of the hardware development was the design and calibration of a
new type of laboratory-scale fuel cell hardware, including controllable single cells,
humidifiers, control systems and data collection systems. Hardware development
work included also the calibration and reliability testing of commercial humidifiers. 

Another major part of the work was the design and construction of a segmented cell
for current distribution studies. The results of these studies have been used to
validate the two-phase non-isothermal PEFC model.

A more applied part of the work was the design, construction and testing of large
PEFC single cells and stacks in the one-kW class. As a part of this work, contact
resistances between the stainless steel bipolar plates and gas diffusion layers have
been studied as well as corrosion behaviour of several grades of stainless steel. The
segmented cell has been used to verify the flow distribution in large cells.

The environmental benefits of fuel cells are discussed in some detail in the
introduction. In the background, reviews of previous studies are given. Reviews of
segmented cells and gas diffusion layers are rendered comprehensively while other
reviews are treated in less detail. Discussions are included in the results sections.
After discussion of the results of this thesis there is a more general discussion with
proposals for further research. The conclusions are collected in a separate section.
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1.2 Fuel cells as power sources for a cleaner world 

The energy consumption of the world population is increasing at an accelerating rate.
The total consumption has increased during the last 40 years (1960-1998) from 3.4
Gtoe (gigatons of oil equivalent) to 10.15 Gtoe [1]. Since the economics and
population of especially developing countries are likely to be multiplied, the energy
consumption is predicted to increase. The estimates of the energy consumption in
the year 2020 are between 11.3 Gtoe and 17.2 Gtoe [1]. The electricity consumption
is increasing even faster. The annual growth rate between 1973 and 2000 for
electricity production was 3.35%, while it was 1.8% for primary energy consumption
[2]. 

This increase in energy consumption creates a great technological challenge for
mankind. At the same time as this consumption should be satisfied the current global
carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions should be cut by 60-80 % in order to stabilise
atmospheric CO2 concentration under 450 ppm. This level is expected to lead to only
a minor (under 2oC) increase in global mean temperature [3]. 

The required non-fossil energy supply in 2100 would be around 30 Gtoe, if predicted
mean estimate growth in primary energy consumption is used in the calculations [1].
This supply cannot be satisfied by a single technology, instead a combination of
several technologies is needed. Renewable energy sources (wind, biomass, solar,
geothermal, wave, tidal, hydro) seem to be the only viable long-term solution, while
low-carbon fossil fuels and nuclear power can only give minor but important
contributions in the beginning, assuming that investments in these technologies do
not hinder development of more sustainable solutions. The technical possibilities in
reduction of CO2 emissions are listed in detail by the IEA [4]. 

When assessing different options for energy production it is essential to take into
account their total impact on ecosystems. Life-cycle analyses (LCA) of different
energy options show one or two orders of magnitude lower CO2 emissions for
nuclear and renewables than for fossil fuels [5]. 

Another major benefit of renewables is the possibility to use indigenous energy
sources, which disconnects national economies from volatile market prices of fossil
fuels. The use of indigenous energy sources also increases the security of energy
supply. These aspects have increasing importance for both developed and
developing countries. 

Fuel cells can help in many ways in the transition from the use of unsustainable
energy sources (fossil fuels and nuclear fission) to the use of sustainable renewable
energy sources. In natural gas-based power production carbon dioxide emissions as
well as local emissions can be reduced when fuel cells are used. In addition, higher
partial-load efficiency and rapid load response of fuel cells allow integration of
increased amounts of fluctuating renewable power sources in power production
systems. In smaller electricity production systems, the combination of wind and fuel
cells using stored hydrogen can be an economical alternative and many studies have
been published recently [6-9]. Both in small and large power systems, the fuel cells
can help to enhance system stability by damping out oscillations of the other
generators [10]. 
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The fuel cells have very high efficiency when methane is used as fuel. This is
especially important in co and tri-generation applications. The relation between heat
and electricity can be even 1:2, i.e. 30% of the energy of the fuel is recovered as
heat and 60% is recovered as electricity, when different hybrid systems combining
fuel cells with gas turbines are used [11, 12]. Contrary to the competing technologies
this high efficiency can be reached at sub-MW size. Therefore, distributed co and tri-
generation applications are considered as the main market segment even if the
combination of fuel cells with steam turbine can lead to electrical efficiencies of up to
80% in larger systems [12]. The fuel cell power plants have very high partial-load
efficiency as shown by Thorstensen [13]. However, the part low efficiency of hybrid
systems is significantly lower than for simple systems. Therefore, the hybrid systems
are best in applications with high average power need, i.e. in base load production. 

Different fuels, both fossil and renewble, can be used in fuel cells. Hydrogen from
renewable primary energy sources is often considered as the main alternative and
safety is nowadays not considered to be a major problem [14]. The production of
hydrogen by electrolysis using renewable electricity is, however, very expensive, not
only because of the high cost of electricity but also due to the low utilisation factor of
the electrolyser [15]. According to Padró and Putsche the cheapest way to produce
hydrogen is at present steam methane reforming (SMR), with the price of $6-11/GJH2

(LHV, lower heating value) [15]. The production price depends on facility size as well
as natural gas price (assumed here to be $3/GJH2). However, if very low electricity
prices are available (< $0.03/kWh) the production price of hydrogen by electrolysis
can be close to $10/GJH2 [8, 15]. The production of hydrogen or methanol (MeOH)
from biomass can be a very economical alternative. According to Padró and Putsche
the cost of hydrogen from biomass is between about $10-20/GJH2 [15]. A recent
study of Hamelinck and Faaij indicates that when MeOH or H2 is produced as co-
production with electricity these biofuels can be produced at US$ 8–12/GJ [16]. The
plant size, biomass price, electricity costs as well as the possible use of waste heat
have significant effect on the production costs.

Methanol and hydrogen are not only biofuel alternatives for stationary and mobile
fuel cells and internal combustion engines. Ethanol (EtOH) from different sources,
dimethyl ether (DME), diesel produced using Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, rape seed
methyl ester (RME) and many other biofuels have been studied in numerous life-
cycle and economical studies that often include also fossil alternatives [17-25]. While
some of the conclusions from these studies are contradictory the common
conclusion is that biofuels based on agricultural products are both economically and
ecologically not viable in large scale production. The cheapest and ecologically
sound source of biofuels seems to be large-scale use of biomass for DME and
MeOH production [17]. These two fuels have also a benefit in that they can be used
in conventional internal combustion engines with minor modifications [17]. 

For countries with limited biomass resources, the most viable alternative seems to be
the production of hydrogen using intermittent renewable energy sources, especially
wind power. During high wind power production electricity overproduction is
converted to hydrogen, which creates also a flexible load in the power production
system (other options are to be found in a paper by Nielsen et al. [26]). This option
has been seriously studied in both Germany and Denmark, where the penetration of
wind power is expected to reach, in the coming decades, 25% and 50%, respectively
[21, 26, 27]. 
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The fuel choice is also important when total costs of new energy infrastructure are
considered. It is often assumed that the cost of hydrogen infrastructure would be the
main problem for the introduction of hydrogen fuel cells in vehicles. However,
according to a study of Ogden et al. the actual additional cost per vehicle is lowest
for hydrogen fuel cell automobiles followed by methanol fuel cell automobiles and
automobiles using gasoline partial oxidation reformers [23]. In that study both the
capital cost of developing refuelling infrastructure and the capital cost of the fuel cell
system in the vehicle are included. As hydrogen fuel cell vehicles are simpler, lighter
and more efficient their cost is significantly lower than vehicles using reformers.

As for other energy production options, life cycle assessment should be carried out
for fuel cells. As shown by Pehnt the recycling of platinum has a significant effect on
the life cycle assessment [28]. Recycling is also important when resouce estimates
for materials used in the fuel cell are made. As shown in section 2.2, the platinum
catalyst is not the main cost problem anymore if high peak power is chosen as
design criterion for the fuel cell system. However, from the environmental point of
view, a further reduction in platinum use and high recycling rates are necessary,
since the resources of platinum are limited. For example, if 20 million fuel cell cars
were to be manufactured annually, the platinum consumption for those cars would
be 3460 tons per year if the platinum use is as high as assumed in the study of
Arthur D. Little, Inc. [29]. That is many times the annual supply of platinum, which
was about 150 tons per year in 1995-1999. This level of platinum metal consumption
is not environmentally tolerable, even if very high recycling rates are assumed. Life
cycle analysis (LCA) has shown that the platinum resources of the earth can be a
limiting factor for large-scale commercialisation of PEFC technology if attention is not
paid to the management of platinum in society [30]. However, the information about
platinum resources is very diffuse. According to the study of Råde the resources of
platinum are 63 500 tons and the reserves are 33 600 tons [30]. In addition to the
environmental problem of limited resources the emissions of SO2 in platinum
production can create local environmental problems in the platinum-producing
countries, if environmental legislation is not adequate in these countries [28]. 

The conclusion, which easily can be drawn, is that without further reduction of
platinum use, or its total replacement by other catalysts, PEFC technology can only
be a bridging technology before other types of fuel cells can be commercialised.
However, this bridge can have crucial importance when mankind is switching from
fossil fuel-based heat engines towards a hydrogen-based sustainable energy
system. 
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2 Background 

2.1 A brief description of a fuel cell 

Fuel cells are direct energy conversion systems. They are electrochemical devices
that enable the chemical energy of fuels to be converted directly into electrical
energy, and thereby they are not limited by the Carnot cycle, like combustion power
systems. The principle of fuel cell operation is presented in Figure 2.1 a-b.

(a) (b) 
Figure 2.1 (a) Generalised schematic of a fuel cell. Anode and cathode reactions for PEFC and
phosphoric acid fuel cell (PAFC) are depicted. (b) Exploded cross-section schematic of a PEFC stack.
Components: 1. membrane electrode assembly (MEA). 2. Gas backing. 3. Bipolar plates (referred to
as current collectors in single cells). 4. Gas flow channels. 5. Cooling flow channels.

At one of the two electrodes, ions leave the electrode and enter the electrolyte,
leaving behind electrons that are transported in the outer circuit producing electrical
energy. At the other electrode, ions from the electrolyte, chemical species from the
gas phase and electrons from the electrode are combined at a three-phase
boundary.

Individual fuel cells, with a typical operating voltage of 0.7 V, are combined in series
into stacks to produce appreciable voltage levels as shown in Figure 2.1 b. The
interconnection between the cells is made by bipolar separator plates, which also
provide a gas barrier between the cells. 

The fuel cells are classified by their operating temperature or by the electrolyte
employed. Different fuel cell technologies and their main characteristics are
summarised in Table 2.1.
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Table 2.1 Fuel cell technologies
Polymer

electrolyte
fuel cell

Direct
methanol fuel

cell

Alkaline fuel
cell

Phosphoric
acid fuel cell

Molten
carbonate
fuel cell

Intermediate
temperature solid

oxide fuel cell

Solid oxide
fuel cell

 PEFC DMFC AFC PAFC MCFC ITSOFC SOFC

Electrolyte proton
conducting
membrane

proton
conducting
membrane

Potassium
hydroxide

Phosphoric
acid

Molten
carbonate

Ceramic oxygen
conductor

Ceramic
oxygen

conductor

Temperature 20-90°C 20-110°C 60-220°C 205°C 650°C 600-800°C 800-1000°C

Charge carrier H+ H+ OH- H+ CO3
2- O2- O2-

Typical fuel gas
composition

H2, CO2,N2 MeOH (liquid) neat H2 H2, CO2 H2, CO2,

CO

CH4, H2, CO2,

CO

CH4, H2,

CO2, CO

CO tolerance <100ppm   <1000ppm used as fuel used as fuel used as fuel

A detailed information about different fuel cell technologies and stack designs can be
found in fuel cell textbooks and review articles [31-34]. A complete and updated
information about state-of-the-art and developers of different fuel cell technologies
can be found in a regularly updated fuel cell handbook [35]. Another recent
handbook covers different topics by chapters [36]. Easily readable educational
information, mainly about PEFC, is also available [37]. The birth of the fuel cell is
documented in detail in a recently published text by Bossel [38].

2.2 Technology and market status of the polymer electrolyte fuel cell (PEFC)

The development of PEFC technology during the last two decades has been
impressive. The progress made in catalyst and membrane research has enabled
very high power densities (>1 W cm-2) at acceptable cell efficiencies for the fuel cell
(>40%, with reference to higher heating value (HHV)). The noble metal loading of the
electrodes has been reduced to 0.1 mg Pt cm-2 without significant reduction in
performance, if pure hydrogen is used as a fuel. These advances have enabled the
commercialisation of PEFC, which previously has been used only in space and
military applications. The development of PEFC technology is summarised by
Costamagna and Srinivasan [39, 40].

The markets for PEFC vary widely when it comes to price and other characteristics.
The success of PEFC in the market depends mainly on the other competing
technologies. Some main barriers to fuel cell commercialisation are given in Table
2.2.

Table 2.2. Barriers to Fuel Cell Commercialisation [41] with author’s additions (Italic).
Application Barriers Difficulty 

Transportation Cost (Passenger cars <$100/kW; Buses <$300/kW)
Durability (>3000 h in transient operation)
Fuel Infrastructure (if hydrogen is fuel)
Hydrogen Storage (in vehicle)

High 
High 
High 
High (buses medium)

Stationary-
Distributed
Generation 

Cost (<$1000-3000/kW, depending on the market)
Durability (> 40 000 h / 5 years)
Fuel Infrastructure (Natural gas, propane, methanol)
Fuel Storage (Renewable Hydrogen) 

High (or medium)
Medium - High (high!)
Low 
Medium 

Portable Cost (depends strongly on application)
Durability (depends strongly on application)
System Miniaturization 
Fuels and Fuels Packaging (methanol)

Medium 
Medium 
High 
Medium 
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According to the study of Arthur D. Little, Inc. (ADL) the cost of the fuel cell system
including fuel processor (reformer) would be over $300/kW if current technology
were to be used in production at high volume (50 kWe units, 500 000 units per year)
[29]. A significant part of the total cost ($55/kW) is due to platinum-group metals
(PGM) in the electrodes and in the reformer, which are needed if methanol or other
hydrocarbons are used as fuel. The use of reformate gas increases the need for
platinum loading in the electrodes, since losses due to gas dilution and catalyst
poisoning should be compensated. In addition, reformer development is lagging
clearly behind fuel cell stack development and the use of diluted hydrogen on the
anode side makes the design of a stack more complicated and expensive. 

In the study by ADL a high unit cell voltage (0.8 V) was selected as design criterion
to satisfy overall system performance targets set by the U.S. Department of Energy
(DOE). On the other hand, if high peak power (0.6 V and 1 W cm-2) is selected as
design criterion and pure hydrogen is used, the cost of platinum drops under
$10/kW. There would also be significant savings in other components, since much
less cell area is needed and a fuel reformer is not needed. The effect of fuel used
and peak power voltage conditions on fuel cell power systems was recently studied
by James et al. [42]. 

The short economical calculation above supports the assumption that hydrogen fuel
cells are more mature for market introduction than reformate fuel cells. Using the
technical and economical information from the literature [29, 43-46] a market
scenario, seen in Figure 2.2, can be made. This scenario applies mainly for PEFC,
but also for solid oxide fuel cells (SOFC).

Figure 2.2 Expected market development of PEFC and SOFC applications
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Most of the market segments shown in Figure 2.2 can be reached using state-of-the-
art PEFC technology. Especially the commercialisation of city buses and other fleet
applications can proceed even more rapidly than shown in Figure 2.2. While the
saving in energy use in FC buses [47] is almost similar in different cities, the
differences in local air quality can be very large. Results from a study where different
energy-related environmental externalities were quantified indicate that the benefits
from the use of PEFC buses is strongly dependent on the site; the population density
being the key parameter [48, 49]. On the other hand, the possible market entry of
passenger cars is expected to take place much later (after the year 2010) than
predicted a few years ago, when many car manufactures assumed market entry in
2004-2005 [50]. The market entry of different applications is strongly dependent on
political acceptance and governmental subsidies as well as regulations to reduce
both local and global air pollution. In some special applications subsidies and
regulations are not needed. According to Duncan and van Rosmalen mining and
tunnelling have the highest near-term potential for fuel cells vehicles as they can
compete with other alternatives successfully [51]. 

In many future market segments the most serious competitor for PEFC can be
SOFC. SOFC has been seen as an alternative in centralised power production to
conventional fossil fuel-fuelled central power stations. However, in reformate fuel
applications the simpler system of SOFC and higher fuel flexibility are benefits that
give SOFC a possibility to compete also in low-power applications (<100 kW). SOFC
technology is still far behind PEFC technology, but recent advances in thin-film
manufacturing of solid-state materials and innovations in planar SOFC designs, such
as anode-supported electrolytes has rapidly narrowed the gap. Characteristics of
different SOFC designs and materials are summarised in recent reviews [52, 53].
The cost of SOFC systems is, however, expected to stay fairly high (>$400/kW). This
means that the SOFC can only compete in high duty cycle applications, where higher
efficiency outweighs increased capital costs [43].

2.3 A review of fabrication methods for MEA 

The breakthrough of MEA development was the understanding of the concept of
three-phase contact, i.e. the contact between gas phase, proton-conducting phase
and electronic conducting phase. This crucial step of development was achieved in
the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) in the USA in the late 1980’s leading to
the development of a thin-film fabrication method, which is described in various
publications and patents [54-57]. In thin-film electrodes, platinum loading as low as
0.10 mg cm-2 (anode) and 0.15 mg cm-2 (cathode) can be used maintaining high
performance. At the moment this method seems to be the most promising and also
the most suitable for scale-up of MEA fabrication. 

The history of MEA development and different methods for fabricating MEA until
1995 are summarised by Gottesfeld [58]. In recent years there has been research on
other suitable method to mass-produce MEAs. Some of these methods have been
reported in the open literature [59-61]. The evaluation of these new methods is
outside of the scope of this thesis.
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At present it seems that platinum and its alloys are the only technically feasible
catalysts in PEFC, at least for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the cathode
side. Therefore, the only way to reduce platinum use seems to be better utilisation of
the catalyst, which requires better understanding of the mass transport processes in
the electrodes. These mass transport processes in the PEFC can be modelled in
different ways and several models have been developed for studying limiting
processes in the electrodes [62]. The most reasonable model seems to be the
agglomerate model, which is presented in Figure 2.3 and described in detail by
Jaouen et al. [62]. According to this model significant improvements can be achieved
by optimising electrode structure since oxygen in agglomerate particles seems to be
the main souce of mass transport losses. One way to minimise agglomerate size and
diffusion path of oxygen can be the use of carbon nanotubes as support material for
platinum particles. Current research on nanotube-supported platinum is concentrated
on enhanced kinetics [63]. However, a different agglomerate structure could also
lead to lower mass transfer resistance.

Figure 2.4 Schematic of an agglomerate model and a SEM photograph of a PEFC electrode. 

2.4 A review of single cells and testing hardware used in PEFC research

The fuel cell testing hardware usually includes cells, humidifiers, control systems as
well as electronic loads or potentiostats. In industrial and university research both
commercial and in-house equipment has been applied. Even if commercial research
equipment (for example, from Electrochem Inc. or Fuel Cell Technologies Inc.) is
usually easy to use, thereby allowing immediate beginning of experimental research,
they are suitable only for limited types of experiments. 

In-house developed cell constructions have been used in several laboratories [57,
64-72]. In these in-house cells, both conventional serpentine gas channel structures
[64, 65] as well as interdigitated structures [66] have been used. In some of these
cells, the flow channels have been replaced by a porous flow field material and radial
construction has been employed to avoid short-circuiting of flow around the periphery
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of the flow field [57]. In some in-house cells the goal has been to create one-
dimensional conditions using a suitable flow field [72]. A usual drawback with the
arrangement both in the commercial and in-house developed cells is the insufficient
control of clamping pressure, i.e. the mechanical pressure to clamp current collectors
against gas backings. The clamping pressure, controlled via the bolts at the edges of
the cell body, is distributed over several components in the cell. The thickness and
flexibility of these components will determine the real pressure between the gas
backing and the current collector. However, in some of the in-house developed cells
the control of clamping pressure, i.e. the mechanical pressure to clamp current
collectors against gas backings, has been possible [68, 70, 71]. The control of
clamping pressure enables reliable measurement of contact resistance between
current collector and gas backing and the study of GDL properties as a function of
compression force. The contact resistance and GDL properties have previously been
studied in cells without proper control of clamping pressure [73-75].

2.5 Review of previous ex-situ and in-situ contact resistance and corrosion studies 

The bipolar separator plate of the PEFC is a component that has been researched
extensively during the last few years. An ideal bipolar plate should fulfil the following
list of requirements: low-cost (<$5/kW), easy to machine, high strength, corrosion
resistant (also with reformate gas, H2/CO2), lightweight, low contact resistances
between components, low gas permeability and good electrical and heat-conducting
properties. 

Traditionally, only high-density graphite has been able to fulfil most of these
requirements. For stationary applications, where a long life-time (>40 000 h) is the
main design criterion, titanium plates or machined graphite plates can have
acceptable prices. However, the target cost of the DOE for a fuel cell system
($60/kW) for passenger car application cannot be reached without use of cheaper
materials. For bipolar plates the target cost of DOE is $10/kW [76]. 

The most promising candidates, which can fulfil these cost targets, are injection-
moulded carbon plates, Grafoil£-based plates (Ballard Power Systems Inc.) and
metal plates based on stainless steel. These materials are reported also to fulfil the
technical requirements (corrosion: <0.016mA/cm2, conductivity: > 100 S/cm, H2

permeability: < 2 ×10-6 cm3/cm2-s) given by DOE [77].

Both contact resistance and corrosion behaviour as well other physical properties of
these promising bipolar plates have been studied [73, 74, 77-107]. Stainless steel is
especially interesting, since it is a material that is easy to shape, and thin sheets can
be used to yield low volume, weight and cost. However, stainless steel as well as
titanium plates have a serious problem: contact resistances between the bipolar
plates and gas diffusion layers. This contact resistance can easily be over 30 m:
cm2 for these materials, whereas graphite and gold-plated metal plates have contact
resistances of 5-15 m:cm2 [78, 100]. Usually, the acceptable level for contact
resistance has been estimated to be 25 m:cm2 per contact [73] but recent
economical studies indicate that areal resistance has a very large effect on stack
cost and therefore lower contact resistances are desirable [46].
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The open literature on the subject of contact resistances is still quite narrow. In
addition, the experimental methodology in this field is not fully developed and the
conclusions from different studies are quite contradictory. One of the reasons might
be that the gas diffusion layer (GDL) materials that have been used in different
studies have been different. As shown by Murata et al. the GDL material has large
effect on contact resistance [108]. Consequently, modification of the GDL gives
possibility to reduce contact resistances. Garcia et al. observed a large decrease in
the internal resistance of an alkaline fuel cell when nickel was electrodeposited onto
the porous carbon electrode surfaces [109]. 

The results from the literature indicate that in addition to stainless steel and titanium
contact resistances can be problematic also for moulded graphite-based plates [77,
78, 81, 88]. 

A potential solution to reduce contact resistances and corrosion is to use coatings
[80, 83, 86, 88, 105, 106]. Even thin non-protective noble metal or carbon coatings
can be used if the underlying metal passivates spontaneously when galvanically
coupled with the more noble coating material. Only a few metals do this in oxygen-
free environment, chromium and titanium alloys being two of those. Noble metal
coating and noble metal alloying have been widely used with titanium and the
explanation for the observed phenomena can be found in standard corrosion
textbooks [110]. The method has been demonstrated also for stainless steels but not
adopted in practice, since under some conditions noble metals addition accelerates
corrosion [111]. According to Weng et al., a porous noble-metal plating does not
cause localised corrosion with titanium but does cause it with stainless steel (SS
316) [104]. Among the commercial manufactures of PEFC stacks, Honeywell uses
noble metal plating on their titanium bipolar plates [104]. Some university groups
have also applied this method [97]. There is a recent publication on the coating of
titanium, where the coating material is not given [88]. 

2.6 Review of membrane research and membrane degradation studies 

The key component of a PEFC is a proton-conducting membrane. At the moment
perfluorosulfonic acid ionomer (PFSI) membranes such as Nafion® (Du Pont),
Flemion® (Asahi Glass) and Aciplex® (Asahi Chemical) are mainly used. Alternative
membranes have been developed recently such as BAM3G by Ballard Power
Systems Inc. The structures of the BAM3G and Nafion® membranes are presented
in Figure 2.5 a-b.

(a)                                                                                                                           (b)

Figure 2.5 (a) The structure of the BAM3G membrane. X=SO3, A1,A2,A3=alkyls, halogens, O-R,
CF=CF2, CN, NO2, (b) The structure of the Nafion® membrane. k=6-10, l=1, n=2-4, m=0-1
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The requirements for the membrane are low area resistance, low gas permeability,
chemical, mechanical and thermal stability over long periods of use in the presence
of oxidising or reducing species, as well as low cost. For direct methanol fuel cell
applications low methanol permeability is required. Recent developments and
prospects have been summarised in several reviews [112-117]. The prospects of
high-temperature membranes have recently been analysed by Hogarth et al. and
Jannasch [118, 119]. 

The price of the PFSI membrane has earlier been considered a serious hinder for
the commercialisation of PEFC. The price of the PFSI membrane is currently in the
range of $600-800 per m2. This membrane price is often referred to as the main
motivation for membrane research. This view is mainly held by organisations
developing alternative membranes for PEFC [50]. However, according to industrial-
scale producers of PFSI membranes (DuPont and Asahi Chemical) the price of the
PFSI membrane is expected to decrease significantly as the demand increases and
high volume production takes place [29, 42, 50, 120]. Additional savings can be
achieved using micro-reinforced membranes, since the cost is due to the PFSI resin
rather than due to membrane fabrication. This is the approach that companies such
as W. L. Gore Associates and Asahi Chemical have chosen. A review of micro-
reinforced membranes is given by Cleghorn et al. [121]. Another reduction in
membrane costs could be achieved by recycling and reuse of PFSI resin [50]. Thus,
the problem of the membrane price seems to be more or less solved. 

However, at the fuel cell system level the PFSI membranes cause another kind of
problem. These membranes must contain water to maintain their proton conductivity.
In practice, the operation of the PEFC is limited to the temperature range where
water is a liquid, which means that the corresponding maximum operation
temperature is 80-90°C, if the fuel cell is not pressurised. 

This low operation temperature is problematic for the fuel cell system. The size of the
radiator becomes larger in cars and the waste heat has low value in CHP
applications. The most efficient way to reduce losses from the radiator would be the
increase of operating temperature. A higher operating temperature would also
enhance kinetics both on the cathode and anode sides. On the anode side the CO
tolerance would be enhanced, which would eliminate or reduce the need of a
preferential oxidation reactor (POX). Results of Hajbolouri et al. indicate that there is
a significant increase in CO tolerance already when cell temperature is raised from
90°C to 100°C [122].

Therefore, an important motivation of the PEFC membrane research is to develop
membranes that can operate at temperatures above 100°C. In principle, PFSI
membranes could be used in pressurised systems since they are thermally stable up
to 280°C [123], and chemically stable in the PEFC at temperatures above 100°C.
However, PFSI membranes tend to break mechanically (form pinholes) in PEFC,
when an operating temperature of 100°C is exceeded [124]. Recent results from
Asahi Glass Co., ltd. indicate that the softening temperature of PFSI can be
significantly increased [125]. 

However, an analysis by Mallant shows that system losses, due to humidification and
compression of reactant gases, increase significantly when temperature is increased
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if lower relative humidities cannot applied [126]. Therefore higher operating
temperatures should be reached preferably with lower relative humidities.

The increase of temperature seems to require the development of a high-
temperature membrane. Since the price of the PFSI membrane is not an issue these
membranes should have the same chemical stability as the PFSI and better
conductivity at similar humidity at high temperatures. When these high-temperature
membranes are developed a good three-phase-contact (proton conduction, electrical
conduction and gas transport) should be maintained to keep the platinum utilisation
at high level [124].

There are also a number of applications where other types of membranes can
replace PFSI membranes without loss of operating time. In some applications the
PFSI membrane is otherwise not the best choice. These applications include DMFC
and different applications of electrochemical hydrogen compressors [126-128]. In the
former, low methanol permeability is preferred, in the latter the gas permeability
should be as low as possible.

Membrane degradation studies in fuel cells are time-consuming and expensive.
Usually, the extent of degradation is determined in post mortem analysis by
measuring the changes in ion exchange capacity, water uptake and sulfonic acid
profile across the membrane cross section [130-133]. During the fuel cell
experiments membrane degradation has also been monitored in-situ from the
increase of internal resistance of the cell [130, 133]. 

The membranes used in PEFC should have a long life-time, up to 40 000 hours and
thus testing time using usual operating conditions becomes intolerable. Liu et al.
have recently presented an accelerated fuel cell test using increased operating
temperatures and low humidity [134]. However, it would be very beneficial to make
part of the experiments using ex-situ methods such as soaking the membrane in a
hydrogen peroxide solution that can also contain Fe2+ ions [133, 135-137]. The use
of ex-situ methods is, however, sensible only if a correlation between fast ex-situ and
slow in-situ measurements can be found. 

In a fuel cell the membrane is also under mechanical stress and it is known that such
stress enhances the degradation of polymers [138]. Mechanical membrane failures
at points of high localised stresses are well known both for fluorinated PSSA grafted
membranes and non or partially fluorinated membranes [70, 134] but only Stucki et
al. have proposed that mechanical stress may enhance chemical degradation in a
PEFC or membrane electrolyser environment [139].

2.7 Review of previous studies of characterisation of gas diffusion layer properties 

The gas backing (gas diffusion layer, GDL) is the component that distributes
reactants over the electrode surface. Another function is to provide mechanical
support for the membrane. GDLs are made of electrically conductive porous
materials, typically carbon cloths or carbon papers. The cost of GDLs is not a limiting
factor for PEFC commercialisation but it still represents a significant part of the total
cost. Details and references of different GDL materials and cost estimates are given
in the recent literature [140-142]. 
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As in the case of bipolar plates there are a limited number of studies about gas
backings in the open literature and the methodology is not fully developed.
Especially, there is only a limited number of studies on uncatalysed GDLs in the
open literature [108,143-151]. These studies discuss the fuel cell performance of the
GDLs, but they do not give a solid explanation for the dependence of GDL
performance on the physical properties of the GDL. In addition to these studies there
are some studies, in which catalysed gas diffusion electrodes are studied [152-161].
However, in these studies the effect of the GDL is difficult to distinguish from the
effect of changing electrode structure. The general interest on GDLs has increased
in the last two years and, consequently, the number of published papers has been
increasing and new methods have been developed.

GDLs have a significant effect on PEFC performance. Modelling and experimental
work has shown that mass transport in the gas diffusion backing constitutes a
significant performance loss in the fuel cell, expecially when liquid water is present
[149, 150, 162]. The electrolyte membrane needs liquid water to remain proton
conducting. Insufficient humidification of the membrane leads to elevated cell
resistance and reduced life-time. On the other hand, excess water can flood the
electrode surface and GDLs, obstructing reactant diffusion to the active area. 

Optimal gas backing properties (thickness, porosity, permeability, hydrophobic
properties, bulk and surface electrical conductivity) are strongly dependent on other
stack materials and stack design as well as operating conditions and fuel choice of
the PEFC stack. 

The effect of compression pressure on the cell performance has previously been
investigated by Lee et al., but their experiments were conducted at constant cell and
humidification temperature, and the controlled variable was clamping bolt torque, not
clamping pressure directly [75]. In the study of Mikkola, it was found that the
optimum choice of GDL material depends on the operating conditions [163].

2.8 Causes of current distribution in PEFC and a review of current distribution studies

Causes and importance of current distribution
Current distribution in a fuel cell originates from uneven ohmic resistances and mass
transfer limitations, which in turn are due to differences in material properties and
operation conditions. Current distributions can be roughly divided into the following:
micro, local and global current distributions. Micro current distribution is produced
inside agglomerates due to differences in the penetration properties of reactants on
the catalyst surfaces. Local current distribution is obtained on a millimetre scale,
produced, for example, by the concentration differences caused by the longer
diffusion path under the ribs of a flow channel. Global current distribution is due to
streamwise concentration differences, liquid water accumulation and differences in
membrane conductivity. All of the different forms of current distribution become
increasingly uneven when the PEFC is operated with low air surplus and high current
densities.

Ohmic losses can result from two main causes: differences in membrane hydration
and differences in contact pressures between various components. The proton
conductivity of a MEA is strongly dependent on the hydration level of the ionomer,
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which is, in turn, dependent on the humidity of the gases. Differences in contact
pressures affect both electrical and thermal interfacial resistances between different
components. The differences in lateral contact pressures originate from the bending
stiffness of the support materials (current collectors, end plates, and gas channel
materials), compressibility of the gas diffusion layer and gaskets, and from the rib-
channel ratios. 

Mass transfer limitations are caused by the limited transfer rates of the reactants and
products to and from the electrodes. These limitations can occur in the active layer,
gas diffusion layer and gas flow fields. Mass transfer limitations in the active layer
are widely dealt with in the literature, for example by Jaouen et al. [62]. 

Mass transfer limitations occur primarily in the gas diffusion layer when dilute gases
are used. The mass transfer rate is determined by the thickness and porosity of the
gas diffusion layer as well as the rib-channel ratio. Under a rib, the diffusion path is
always longer and the porosity is reduced when the cell is compressed. Thus,
concentration gradients are formed along the rib-channel cross-section, and
therefore higher current densities are expected to exist under the channels. An
interdigitated channel structure is proposed to create stronger forced convection
under the ribs and thus to smooth the current distribution [164]. However, in order to
work well these structures require uniform permeability, which can be achieved only
if both the structure of the gas diffusion layer and the clamping pressure are uniform.

When liquid water is present in the cell, the mass transfer limitations can be
expected to be different from the case when only water vapour is present. Water can
condense into the electrodes, gas diffusion layers and flow distributors. If flooding
takes place in the gas diffusion layer, it decreases the porosity, and thus increases
the mass transfer resistance. It is, however, difficult to separate flooding from other
mass transfer limitations if only a small amount of liquid water is accumulated in the
cell. When water condensation becomes severe or large temperature gradients exist
in the cell, the gas distributors may become flooded. For example, if parallel channel
geometry is used, some of the channels may be blocked by liquid water, while the
others operate normally. In this particular case, the major fraction of current is
produced in the channels where only small amounts of liquid water exist.

When cells are operated close to maximum temperature, at present (a80-90°C),
optimal cell and stack designs become increasingly important, since higher gas
pressures are required to compensate dilution of the gases by water vapour [126].
Smooth distributions of temperature and humidity are also beneficial for the life-time
of the cell, since it is determined by the weakest point of the MEA and low humidity
accelerates degradation [134]. In the development of optimal stack designs for these
elevated temperatures hydrodynamic and electrochemical modelling is an invaluable
tool. However, model results should be verified by measurements. An important
verification method is current distribution measurements. 

Current distribution and local phenomena studies
Current distribution measurements have previously been done in the research on
electrolytic processes [165-174]. In recent years there has been an increasing
number of current distribution studies also on the PEFC and direct methanol fuel cell
(DMFC) [175-192]. 
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The use of a segmented cell in PEFC research is a much more complicated issue
compared to when used for studying electrolytic processes. High heat production
rates can create highly non-isothermal conditions in the cell. Heat rejection rate is
dependent on the compaction pressure. Thus, uneven clamping force creates lateral
temperature differences. Uneven clamping force causes also variations in contact
resistance. As a consequence, the measured current distributions in segmented cells
may not correspond to those of unsegmented cells. Usually, all resistive deviations
from an unsegmented cell cause smoothening of the current distribution in a
segmented cell. On the other hand, deviations in flow pattern may cause even more
distributed current. 

In addition to the current distribution measurements, other local and global cell
characteristics, such as temperature, concentration of reactants and water profile,
can be studied experimentally [151, 193-198]. Combination of other methods with
the segmented cell can give valuable additional information. Brett et al. have made
impedance measurements in a segmented cell [176]. The most effective method to
study two-phase flow in an operating fuel cell seems to be a combination of neutron
imaging with current distribution measurements [199].

Current distribution modelling
Experimental verification of current distributions is a tedious task. Current
distributions at different operating conditions can be simulated using models.
Consequently, there have been numerous studies where reactant and current
distributions have been modelled. However, only in a few recent studies are two-
phase conditions, including presence of liquid water, assumed [162, 200-203] and
only Djilali and Lu [162] consider non-isothermal conditions. 

2.9 Review of life-time and design issues of fuel cell stacks

There are not many reports on PEFC stack designs and long-term operation of the
stacks in the open literature. However, recently the number of publications has been
increasing, also voltage degradation forms of the stacks and single cells operating at
different conditions have been reported [102, 204-206]. 

In several studies the most critical parameter for life-time has been identified to be
temperature and relative humidity of the gases [121, 134, 205, 206]. Low relative
humidity combined with elevated temperature has also been used as accelerated
fuel cell life-test protocol [205]. Cleghorn has listed other critical parameters, given in
Table 2.3 [205]. Other cell design variables that may have importance are gas
diffusion media uniformity, current distribution, hydration and reactant distribution.

Table 2.3 Factors affecting MEA life-time and recommended operating conditions, according to
Cleghorn [205], with author’s additions (Italic).

Cell Temperature Lower operation temperature extends MEA life-time

Operating Pressure Lower operation pressure extends MEA life-time

Reactant humidification Higher humidification extends MEA life-time

Cell design and configuration Uniform cell compression extends MEA life-time 

Counter-flow gives longer life-time than co-flow

Lower thermal impedance extends MEA life-time 
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Unfortunately, the requirement of low operation temperature, low pressure and high
humidity will decrease the system efficiency as well as increase the size of auxiliary
components, especially radiator and condenser for water recovery [126, 207, 208].
Therefore, the stack design issues become critical to reach even reactant, hydration,
current density and compression distributions. 

When a PEFC stack is designed the following parameters are the most important:
operating humidity (single or two-phase conditions), fuel (hydrogen or reformate gas)
and power density (cooling requirements, thermal gradients). A full treatment of all
stack design issues is outside the scope of this thesis. Some general principles with
references are given in the following. Ruge and Buchi have reported development
work on several different stacks [209].

Operating humidity determines which GDL and which flow field should be used. As
shown in Section 4.7 and in Paper V there are several GDLs available that have
acceptable properties for two-phase conditions. While flooding of the GDL is not a
problem, flooding of the flow field may well cause significant drop in performance.
However, this blockage of water can be handled for example by pulsing the air flow,
as shown by Nguyen and Knobbe [210]. 

If the stack is to be used at single-phase conditions, the flooding of the GDL or the
flow field is not a problem. These are conditions in mobile and stationary applications
where the heat rejection and CO tolerance require the highest possible operating
temperature and complete humidification is not possible due to lack of water. 

When a stack is operated under single-phase conditions the life-time of the cell may
decrease if there are regions of very low humidity. The most critical area is usually
the inlet of air [206]. Therefore the stack should be designed in such a way that
areas of strong dehydration can be avoided. One way is to use counter-flow instead
of co-flow. This has been demonstrated to have a beneficial effect on the life-time
[205]. Another option is to use in-plane temperature gradients, as proposed by
Wilkinson and St-Pierre [211]. In their study they demonstrate the use of lateral
temperature gradients and also the effect of an in-plane temperature gradient.
However, creating predictable and controllable thermal gradient may be quite
difficult. Low thermal impedances (both bulk and interfacial) in the through-plane
direction as well as low thermal conductivity of the bipolar plates are required.
Alternatively, very thin bipolar plates should be used. 

Some new designs, such as the double-path-type flow field, are also investigated to
enable operation with dry gases [212]. As low inlet humidity of air seems to be one of
the main problems to reach long life-time for a MEA there has also been much effort
to develop compact and cost-effective air humidification systems, such as for
example LossnayTM [213]. 

Another very fundamental requirement for a stack is adjustment of pressure drops in
cells and manifolds. The pressure drops in cells should be an order of magnitude
larger than in manifolds. In addition, the pressure drops in the cells should be similar.
Especially the latter condition may be difficult to reach with interdigitated structures
that have given excellent results in modelling studies and single cell experiments
[164, 214-218]. As permeability and stress-strain results in Section 4.3 show, small
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(under 50 µm) deviations in the thickness of repeating components may lead to
several tens of % changes in permeability. 

The material of the stack developed during this work is stainless steel. As mentioned
in Section 2.5 the use of stainless steel can create corrosion problems. The most
critical corrosion situation occurs when a cell component has direct contact with the
corrosive acid membrane. For example, contact with a metallic bipolar separator
plate can cause a rapid corrosion [73, 107]. Also an indirect contact by a connecting
liquid film (cell flooded) can transport large amounts of impurities to the membrane.

The use of porous flow field and thin flexible stainless steel plates gives some
special properties for the stack as mentioned in Paper VI. The pressure drop in the
porous flow field can be adjusted using GDLs with suitable flexibility and nets with
the right dimension. The flexibility of the components reduces the risk for uneven
flow distribution between cells.
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3. Experimental

3.1 Materials for membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs) 

MEA development was carried out using the thin-film method. In MEA fabrication
several modifications of the thin-film recipe were used. In a typical recipe, the ink
used in MEA fabrication contained a 5% Nafion® solution (1100 equivalent weight)
and 20% Pt on a Vulcan XC-72R catalyst (E-TEK Inc.), with a dry weight ratio of 2:3,
and 1.0 M TBAOH (Aldrich-Chemical Co.) in methanol to ion exchange the Nafion®.
Milli-Q® water (conductivity<0.05 S cm-1), as well as glycerol (Merck Kebo Lab), were
used to achieve suitable viscosity for painting. 

In most of the experiments the procedure including ion-exchange and hot-pressing
was applied, since that production method gave the most reproducible results.
However, some MEAs for stack experiments and degradation measurements were
prepared using a proton form ink, omitting hot-pressing. 

In some experiments single sided ELAT® electrodes with a platinum loading of
1�mg/cm2 (20% Pt on Vulcan XC-72), were used. These electrodes were
impregnated with Nafion® (0.6-1.0 mg/cm2) either in the laboratory or by the
electrode supplier. The electrodes were not hot-pressed, but only pressed against
the PVDF-g-PSSA membrane when it was installed into the cell.

For membrane degradation studies PVDF-g-PSSA and PVDF-co-HFP(6%)-g-PSSA
proton conducting membranes were used while in all other MEAs Nafion®
membranes were used. PVDF-g-PSSA and PVDF-co-HFP(6%)-g-PSSA proton
conducting membranes were chosen because these types of membranes have been
extensively studied before with both ex-situ and in-situ methods and they are known
to degrade in a reasonable time [131, 219]. 

Table 3.1. Investigated model membranes: matrix, degree of grafting (dog), thickness (l), water uptake
(WU), ion exchange capacity (IEC) and electrode composition.

Membrane Matrix dog /
%

l (dry) /
Pm

l (wet) /
Pm

WU /
g g-1

IEC /
meq g-1

Pt loading / mg
cm-2

X1 PVDF (50 µm) 25 66 88 0.4 1.5 ELAT ®: 1.0 on
both sides

X2 PVDF-co-
HFP(6%) (50 µm)

35 90 130 0.9 1.8 ELAT ®: 1.0 on
both sides

X3 PVDF (40 µm) 43 55 70 1.0 2.3
anode: 0.2 

cathode: 0.8 
 

Primea® Series 5500 and 5600 MEAs were the commercial MEAs used in the
experiments. Platinum loading was 0.3, alternatively 0.4 mg/cm2, on both anode and
cathode. 

In the experiments a wide selection of GDLs were used, Carbel™ CL and single-
sided ELAT® being the most common ones.
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3.2 In-house single cell

In this work several generations of in-house single cell fuel cell hardware were
developed. The goal was to develop a cell in which the clamping pressure can be
separated from the sealing pressure, contact resistances can be measured and a
reference electrode can be applied. Another objective was to be able to study
different flow field geometries, especially to be able to change rib-channel ratio. 

A detailed description of one of the cells is given in Paper I. In that cell the area of
the current collector is 2 cm2, which is also the upper limit for electrodes that can be
studied in that fuel cell. The small electrode area enables the use of potentiostats
that was necessary for the study of electrodes in Paper II. 

A practically identical cell, with a circular current collector of 30 mm diameter (7 cm2)
and spiral gas channels, was developed for the study of membranes and gas
diffusion layers (in Papers III and V). A photograph of this cell is seen in Figure 3.1a.

Figure 3.1 (a) Photograph of the in-house single cell fixture. (b) Schematic of the in-house fuel cell
hardware.

The clamping pressure in the cell is controlled using a spring screw with known
spring constant (Eugen Wiberger AB, Sweden) or pneumatic piston (Rexroth
Mecman Pneumatic). The latter can be controlled manually with valves and
manometers or by using a Brooks 5866 pressure controller as was done in the
measurements in Paper V. The principle is shown in Figure 3.1 b. A clamping force
is applied to a current collector. The counter force can be applied to the cell frame
(Counter force 1) or to another current collector (Counter force 2). The latter is
preferred, since tear stresses on the membrane can be avoided. 

In the in-house cell construction, presented here and in Papers I and III a polymer
frame is combined with metal current collectors. These materials have very different
heat conductivities. This causes large temperature gradients in the cell. Temperature
gradients can cause condensation of water in the gases and unstable cell
performance. 
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Since heat is produced on the electrode and dissipated mainly via the current
collector a temperature gradient is formed in the current collector. This gradient is
dependent on the material and the amount of heat production.

For example, if the gases are fed into the cell in such a way that incoming gas enters
the cell in the middle of the spiral, the gases will flow in the current collectors a
distance of about 2 cm. If heat dissipation per current collector is 1 W cm-2 the
corresponding temperature drop is 12.5oC in that distance, if the current collector
material is stainless steel type 316 (heat conductivity (λ) = 16 W K-1 m-1). On the
other hand, if graphite current collectors with high heat conductivity (such as ISEM-3,
λ = 128 W K-1 m-1) are used, the corresponding temperature drop is only 1.6oC.
Therefore, if experiments are made with high relative humidity graphite current
collectors should be chosen. 

Gases can be fed into the cell also at the edge of the spiral. However, in this case
the entering gases will have the temperature of the polymer frame. The temperature
of the polymer frame can be several degrees higher than the temperature of the
current collector, especially at low current densities. Therefore it is safer to feed the
gases via the current collector.

The problems caused by different heat conduction properties of materials can be
considered as the most serious limitation of this kind of cell construction. 

3.3 Large single cells and stacks based on stainless steel net flow fields 

The large single cells and stacks were developed in house and had stainless steel
bipolar plates and net flow fields. The active area of the stack is 54 cm2 (6 cm x 9
cm). Instead of the usual gas channels there are stainless steel nets in the cell,
which distribute the gases and the cooling fluid. The nets are also used in cooling
pockets. A photograph of the stack is shown in Figure 3.2. 

Figure 3.2 Photograph of the in-house stack with 10 cells (active area 54 cm2). 
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In a second step of stack development the active cell area was up-scaled to 188 cm2.
A 12-cell stack was tested at Volvo Technology Corporation, while a 2-cell stack was
tested at KTH. The width of the active cell area was 17.9 cm and the height was 10.5
cm. The 12-cell stack has a power output of approximately 1 kW. 

3.4 Segmented cell 

The development of the segmented cell has taken place in several stages. The
structure is otherwise similar to the 54 cm2 cell presented in Section 3.3, except that
in the segmented cell the current collector and net on the anode side are segmented.
The anode side, instead of cathode, is segmented since the anode gives a minor
contribution to the formation of the current distribution in a hydrogen-fuelled PEFC.
In Figure 3.3, the design of the fuel cell with segmented structure is schematically
illustrated. The cell used in the measurements has three different compartments –
the segmented anode, the unsegmented cathode and the water circulation chamber
behind both the anode and cathode compartments for cell temperature control. More
details are given in Paper IV.

Figure 3.3. (A) Structure of the segmented cell; (a) current collector; (b) gasket; (c) MEA with gas
diffusion layers; (d) segmented flow field; (e) segmented current collector; (f) back-plate for the
segmented current collector; (g) flow field for water; (h) gasket; (i) endplate. The anode and cathode
gaskets and the flow net at the cathode side are not illustrated. (B) Current collector with symmetrical
flow field. (C) Current collector with asymmetrical flow field. Active area is illustrated with a black
square in (B) and (C).
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The current was measured using shunt resistances. Each current wire was soldered
onto the centre poles of a 4-pole-double-through (4PDT) switch (Taiway Electronics
Inc.). The other side poles were connected to a copper plate. The use of switches
enabled the study of a desirable number of segments at a time. For example, when
only one segment was activated, its resistance could be individually studied. The
resistances between the segments and the copper plate were measured using the
four point method and they varied between 6 and 8 m:. 

The measurements were conducted using a 34908A 40 channel Single-Ended Mux
module of a 34970A Data Acquisition Switch Unit from Agilent Technologies Inc. The
data logger was PC-controlled with Agilent BenchLink Data Logger software via
GPIB.

Mechanical switches formed part of the shunt resistors. It was observed that the
resistance over these switches changed over time and therefore they were frequently
calibrated. The resulting error for the measured currents was determined to be 1-2
%. The experimental setup to measure current distribution is otherwise similar than
that of Kramer et al., except that switches form part of the shunt resistors [199].

3.5 Other materials and equipment

In all experiments, pure (>99.999%, AGA AB) hydrogen was used on the anode side
and pure oxygen or synthetic air (79% N2 21% O2) was used on the cathode side. In
the experiments with small cells, sufficiently excessive flows (usually at least ten
times stoichiometric demand) were used to eliminate depletion effects. In the
experiments with large cells constant gas surpluses were usually applied. The flow
rates of the gases were controlled by mass flowmeters or rotameters (Brooks
Instruments B.V.), while the pressures were controlled by valves and manometers.

Temperatures of the fuel cell and gas pipes, gas flow rates, humidification of the
gases and gas pressure were all controlled by fuel cell test stations. In part of the
experiments, a commercial (Globe Tech Inc.) fuel cell substation was used, whereas
in further experiments an in-house built substation (humidifier bottles supplied by
Fuel Cell Technologies Inc.) was utilised. The calibrations of commercial and in-
house humidification substations were made using a Vaisala HMP42 humidity probe
and a HMI41 humidity indicator, equipped with PC data collection abilities.

Fuel cell experiments were done using Powerbox 3310 or EL 300 electronic load.
The latter was interfaced to a potentiostat (IM6, Zahner-Elektrik GmbH & Co.), which
enabled also electrochemical impedance spectroscopy as well as current interruption
measurements. Voltage differences were measured using the Hewlett Packard HP
34401A, HP 3478A or Fluke 7040 multimeters. 

In the experiments with larger cells and stacks an external water circulation system
was used The system used for the cell temperature control consisted of a water
pump, heater, flow controller and water filter. The cells and stacks were vertically
oriented so that the water flowed upwards while the gases flowed downwards, in a
co-flow manner. Cell temperature could be controlled by measuring the inlet and
outlet water temperatures. The set-up in the measurements is shown in Figure 3.4. 
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Figure 3.4 Schematic of the measuring system for experiments with the large cell and stack 

The distribution of the pore sizes in the electrodes was determined by gas adsorption
and mercury porosimetry (Micromeritics ASAP 2010 and Pore sizer 9310,
respectively). Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy (JEOL, JEM-2000 EX)
was used to characterise the structure of the electrodes.
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4 Results and discussion

4.1 Membrane electrode assembly (MEA) development

In the beginning of the development work the electrodes were painted with an artist
brush. This did not enable control of loading and painting of multiple layers. In the
beginning the hot-pressing of the MEA was performed simply by heating the plates in
an oven and then placing the plates in an unheated hydraulic press. Control of the
temperature was not possible since the plates cooled down rapidly during hot-
pressing. However, even with this simple procedure functioning MEAs could be
prepared. The result of these first experiences and reference data of commercial
MEA (Electrochem Inc. MEA) are shown in Figure 4.1.

In the second development phase the artist brush was replaced by an air brush and
hot-pressing was controlled by heated plates and a thermostat. The air brush
provides more even painting results and also the amount of ink can be controlled
more precisely. The use of air brush in MEA fabrication has been described by
Moller-Holst [68]. The performance of one of these second generation MEAs is also
presented in Figure 4.1. When more experience was gained in the fabrication
considerable improvements could be achieved. These results of 3rd generation MEA
are comparable with those usually presented in the literature [58].

Figure 4.1 Cell voltage vs. current density of 1st, 2nd and 3rd generation MEAs compared with a
commercial MEA. Gases: neat H2 and O2. Flow rates: at least 10 times stoichiometric demand.
Humidification: 5-10°C above cell temperature. Cell voltages are not iR-corrected.

The next stage in the development was the replacement of glycerol by isopropanol
(Merck Kebo Lab). This replacement made the MEA preparation much easier, since
the ink dried immediately when it was sprayed on the heated (90-140°C) membrane:
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the use of a vacuum table, which keeps the membrane even also became
unnecessary. When the replacement was made there was no change in the
performance of the MEA. However, there has been some research using different
solvents and the role of glycerol has been discussed [64, 68]. According to Uchida et
al. the dielectric constant of the solvent affects the stability of Nafion solutions, which
can have an influence on electrode structure [64]. 

This replacement also made it possible to make thin-film electrodes on the PVDF-g-
PSSA membranes, which do not tolerate extensive heating or ion-exchange steps
with boiling of the MEA in different solutions. The boiling of thin-film PVDF-g-PSSA
MEA would make the electrode peel off. It was found out that soaking or boiling the
MEA in water is a good test for the stability of the membrane-electrode contact. If the
MEA can stand boiling in water overnight it will probably have suitable mechanical
stability in long-term fuel cell testing. Nafion membranes were also painted in
proton form to gain reference data for PVDF-g-PSSA membranes. During this work,
it is was found out that ion-exchange of the MEA is not necessary to achieve long-
term stability, if only the membrane is heated up to 120-140°C during painting. 

It has been reported that if the membrane is heated up to 120-140qC during MEA
fabrication without ion-exchange, sulphonic acid groups could be destroyed [56]. The
heat treatment has been reported as an essential step to increase stability of the
electrode [57]. Heat treatment decreases the conductivity of the membrane, but
increases the hydrophobic properties of the electrode, which is a beneficial effect
[56]. It is highly doubtful whether Nafion® is actually degraded chemically during the
heat treatment up to 200°C in the thin-film fabrication of MEA. It has been reported in
the literature that Nafion® is stable up to 280°C [123]. Heat treatment, however,
changes membrane properties, such as water uptake [220], which affect the
conductivity. It has been reported recently by Katagiri et al. that the properties of the
thermally degraded membranes are recovered by immersing the membrane in hot
water at 120°C [221] for at least two hours.

The use of an air brush in painting gave satisfactory results when small MEAs
(smaller than 1 cm2) were fabricated. When painting larger membranes, a controlled
movement of either membrane or air brush is required. Already when membranes of
5 cm2 area were painted a slight deviation in painting could be detected. Recently,
Bender et al. have reported further development of quality control and fabrication
methods for of electrodes at LANL [222]. Their results showed that there are
significant thickness variations in usual hand painted electrodes.

As a consequence a new fabrication set-up was developed. The fabrication unit is
semi-automatic, consisting of a programmable positioning and sequence control unit
and an air-mix spray gun. The equipment is suitable for producing electrodes from 30
to 200 mm in width with an area up to 500 cm2. The equipment can also be used in
mass production of small electrodes for small cells. This equipment with a schematic
picture of the MEA preparation procedure is presented in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 The steps of MEA fabrication procedure and the semi-automatic fabrication unit. 

When thin-film MEAs are fabricated the control of catalyst loading is difficult, since
the PFSI membrane is hygroscopic, i.e. its weight is dependent on relative humidity
and temperature of the atmosphere. Therefore, there are always some errors in
catalyst loading estimations. 

In some of the experiments of this thesis the loading of the MEAs was controlled by
measuring the weight of the membranes before and after the painting procedure.
Before weighing the membranes they were kept at constant temperature (usually 80-
100°C) and humidity until their weight did not change. In other measurements the
loading was controlled by spraying the ink also on the polymer mask during painting
and using the loading on the mask (mg cm-2) as a reference value.

When electrodes are compared the pre-activation of the electrode can have
significant effect on the results. As shown by Qi and Kaufman activation of the
electrode has significant impact on the electrode performance [223]. The importance
of pre-activation was also studied in this work as shown in Section 4.9. As a
consequence, when electrochemical performance of electrodes is compared the pre-
activation procedures should be similar.

4.2 Electrode characterisation by different methods

The development of an in-house MEA fabrication method has enabled the study of
limiting processes in the electrodes. By using this method the thickness and polymer
content of the electrodes could be varied in a reliable way. In the experiments of this
thesis the thickness was varied. A detailed description of the electrode fabrication is
given in Paper II.

The study of the mass-transport limitations in the cathode requires also the use of a
reference electrode as well as correction for the iR-drop occurring between the
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cathode and the reference electrode. Another requirement is that the system is one-
dimensional, which means that there is a uniform current density and reactant
concentration on the cathode surface. All these requirements can be fulfilled in the
cell described in Paper I and in Section 2.2. 

In addition to changing the active layer thickness, the oxygen partial pressure and
the oxygen relative humidity were varied. The results from these studies, when fitted
to the agglomerate model [62], showed that the mass-transport limitation in the
cathode is oxygen diffusion in the agglomerates, while proton migration is not likely
to limit the ORR in the cathode active layer.

The results indicate that the catalyst is used equally along the cathode thickness. On
the other hand, the catalyst situated at the surface is better used than that situated at
the centre of the agglomerate. The cathode layer structure can be further optimised
using this information as discussed in Paper II.

4.3 Errors in in-situ measurements with potential probes and reference electrodes

The use of electrically insulating host material in the cell (PEEK) enables the easy
installation of potential probes and reference electrode. However, the use of potential
probes and reference electrodes is a complicated issue. 

When contact resistance is measured in situ and the potential is probed on the gas
backing far from the electrode an error is induced. An estimation of the magnitude of
this error coming from the measurement geometry is given in Paper I. It should be
noted that the simulation in Paper I was made assuming constant current density
and simple geometry, and therefore the results can only be considered to be
indicative. If the potential probe is applied between the active layer and the current
collector, as done in this study with the commercial cell and also by Makkus et al.
[73] and Miachon and Aldebert [74], the current path as well as local contact
pressure around the potential probe are disturbed. 

The reference electrode was used in measurements in Paper II and in those
measurements the reference electrode seemed to work properly. However, the use
of the reference electrode is also a very complicated due to the dimensions of the
PEFC components. As the electrolyte is very thin the reference electrode is always
located far from both counter and working electrodes. 

There is an increasing number of publications, in which the use of a reference
electrode in PEFC and SOFC is questioned due to the dimensions in these fuel cells
[224-227]. Previously, it has been assumed that electrodes are aligned perfectly and
that the membrane has even conductivity [68]. If this is the case then the potential of
the reference electrode will be the same as in the middle of the membrane between
the electrodes [68, 224, 225]. However, the simulations of Adler et al. show that
significant errors can be induced when anode and cathode are misaligned [224,
225]. 

Due to these problems the effect of geometry on the use of reference electrodes was
briefly studied during this work both with computer simulations and experiments. In
both simulations and fuel cell experiments the system geometry was as in Figure 4.3.
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In addition to fuel cell measurements the cell was operated in symmetrical mode, i.e.
hydrogen was fed in both compartments.

Figure 4.3 Illustration of the placing of the reference electrodes. Thickness of the components are not
to scale. Ref 1 = reference electrode 1. Ref 2 = reference electrode 2. WE = working electrode. CE =
counter electrode.

The results of fuel cell and symmetrical cell experiments are shown in Figure 4.4 a-b
and in Figure 4.5. In Figure 4.4 a, the cell voltage, iR-corrected cell voltage, potential
differences between anode and the two reference electrodes are plotted as well as
the potential difference between cathode and reference electrode 1. IR-corrected cell
voltage in Figure 4.4 a is calculated using high frequency cell impedance. Therefore,
all contact resistances are also included in that value. 

As can be seen in Figure 4.4 a the potential difference between the reference
electrodes is very large. If both the reference electrodes were located in the electrical
field between the electrodes the maximum potential difference would be the potential
drop (iR loss) in the membrane. However, at these experimental conditions the areal
resistance of the membrane should not be more than 200�m:�cm2. This would
correspond a potential difference of about 60 mV at maximum current, which is only
about 20% of the measured value. 

Figure 4.4 b shows the results of impedance experiments, conducted at a current
density of 125 mA cm-2. The impedance of the cathode against reference electrode 2
is unrealistically small, while the impedance against reference electrode 1 is almost
similar to the impedance of the cell. These results are in accordance with the results
of simulations by Adler [224]. Adler et al. have also shown by simulations that there
is also an additional error in impedance measurements due to drift of the reference
potential with frequency [224, 225].
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a)                                                                            b)

Figure 4.4 a) Results of experiments with two misplaced reference electrodes. Fuel cell experiment.
MEA: Nafion 1035. Pt loading 0.4 mg/cm2 on both sides. Flows: H2: 90 ml/min O2: 40 ml/min. Cell and
humidifier temperatures: 25°C. Sweep rate 1 mV/s. Clamping pressure 0.2 MPa. b) Nyqvist plots
measured at 120 mA/cm2. Cell voltage 656 mV. Conditions otherwise similar as in a).

When measurements were conducted with a symmetrical cell the same
phenomenon was observed. As can be seen in Figure 4.5 the potential of each of
the reference electrodes was almost the same as the potential of the electrode it was
closer to. 

Figure 4.5 Results of experiments with two misplaced reference electrodes. Symmetrical cell
experiment. Flows: H2: 6 ml/min on both sides. MEA and conditions as in 4.4. Sweep rate 1 mV/s.

The effect of electrode misalignment was also simulated using FEMLAB (version
2.3). The geometry of the simulation was as in Figure 4.3 and the domains are also
given in that figure. The equation for all domains was �* = F. Parameters for the
domains are given in Table 4.1. Boundary conditions were -nx* = 0 (Dirichlet) in all
boundaries. Symbols are given in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.1 Equation for the domains in Figure 4.4

domain F Γ

Ω1 0 −κφ

Ω2 (symmetrical cell) -i0,C2(F/RT)*(φ−φc2) −κσφ

Ω2 (fuel cell) -i0,C1exp[(αF/RT)*(φ−φc1-E0)] −κσφ

Ω3 i0,a(F/RT)*(-φ+φa) −κσφ
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Table 4.2 Description and values for the simulation parameters. 

Symbol Description Value

φ Potential in the electrolyte variable

E0 Thermodynamic cell voltage 1.23 V

φa Solid phase potential of anode 0 V

φc1 Solid phase potential of the cathode (fuel cell) 0.6 V

φc2 Solid phase potential of the cathode (H2 cell) 0.1 V

σ Coefficient to link electrolyte conductivity in the membrane
and in the electrodes

0.2

κ Conductivity of the membrane 7 S/m

α Charge transfer coefficient 0.57

R Universal gas constant 8.314 (J/K*mol)

T Temperature 300 K

i0,a Volumetric exchange current density of the anode 30000 A/m3

i0,C1 Volumetric exchange current density of the cathode (fuel cell) 2A/m3

i0,C2 Volumetric exchange current density of the cathode (H2 cell) 30000 A/m3

F Faraday’s constant 96485 Coulomb/mol

The results of the simulations are shown in Figure 4.6 a-b. As can be seen in the
figure the potentials of the reference electrodes are not located in the electric field
between the electrodes. From Figure 4.6 a it can be seen that the potential
difference between the reference electrodes (about 200 mV) is significantly larger
than the potential drop in the membrane between the electrodes (about 100 mV).
These results are in good accordance with the experimental results shown in Figures
4.4 and 4.5.

a)                                                                              b)

Figure 4.6 a) Example solution for the fuel cell. b) Example solution for the symmetrical cell. 
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The misalignment of the electrodes in this study was much larger than usually
encountered when MEAs are fabricated. Therefore, these results can be considered
as worst case results. However, even much smaller misalignment can result in
serious errors and even if the electrodes would be perfectly aligned there can be
significant inductive artefacts as shown by Adler [224]. It can be concluded that the
use of reference electrodes in PEFC is a very complicated issue and the
experimental results should be verified by simulations in order to estimate to which
extent the geometry of the system can distort measurements.

4.4 Testing of the humidifiers

Several humidifiers were manufactured in house, since it was noticed that a
controlled heating of the gas is very difficult in commercial humidifiers. The
connection from the humidifier bottle to the gas pipe cannot be heated properly, as
this connection is located inside the instrument chassis. A more detailed description
of this problem is given in Paper I. However, the in-house humidifier bottles were not
applied in the fuel cell measurements of this thesis due to contaminants.

The commercial humidifiers were also calibrated for different temperatures and gas
flow rates. Figure 4.7 presents one of the calibration measurements.

Figure 4.7 Dew point vs. time for the bubble type humidifier at two flow rates. Temperature of the
humidifier bottle was 50°C.

This calibration measurement was made with a bubble type humidifier. Interestingly,
the results show that the humidification is actually better when the flow rate is
increased, probably due to better convection and heat transfer inside the humidifier.
This is contrary to the observation of Cleghorn et al., who detected a decrease in
dew point when the flow rate was increased [178]. It seems that every type of
humidifier has its own characteristic behaviour, depending on the type of humidifier
and placement of the thermocouple. Therefore, it is recommended to perform
several calibrations with reliable instruments. Of course, the best way is to monitor
humidity levels when the fuel cell is working, since the humidification level can also
depend on the water level in the humidifier. In the calibration of the humidifiers
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proper instruments are essential. The humidity probes should be calibrated
frequently, since exposing them to high temperatures and humidities will decrease
their accuracy. Another possibility is to measure flow rates and to collect water using
anhydrous salts as was done by Ren et al. [228].

During the humidifier development work in-house humidifiers were identified as a
source of contaminants that poisoned the fuel cell. In this work experience about
component stability and compatibilty was gained. In Figure 4.8 a-b an example of
experiments, during which the stability of the cell was studied, is presented. 

As can be seen in Figure 4.8 a, the performance decreased rapidly when dry anode
gas was changed to gas coming from the humidifier. Figure 4.8 b shows how cell
impedance and phase angle increased rapidly after the change of gas.

(a)                                                                (b)                              

Figure 4.8 (a) Current density vs. time at a constant voltage of 0.3 V (0-18 h) and 0.5 V (18-110 h)
recorded during a life-test using different humidifiers. Gases: neat H2 and O2. (b) Bode diagram of the
measured impedance spectra (between 64 h and 86 h).

The measuring of the impedance spectrum makes it possible to separate the
poisoning effect from other effects, such as those resulting from drying of the
membrane or flooding of the cell. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
can also be an effective tool for identifying rate-limiting processes in PEFC [150]. In
recent years there has been an increased use of EIS in PEFC research [157, 229-
237].

However, the separation of the anodic and the cathodic contributions in the
impedance spectra is not a trivial task. In this case, the changes in EIS data in Figure
4.8 b are so clear that the poisoning being due to impurities could easily be detected.
The low frequency resistance increases, while the high frequency resistance remains
constant. The comparison of these changes with literature data supports the
conclusion that the charge transfer resistance starts to increase when humid
hydrogen from the in-house humidifier is lead into the fuel cell [230, 232].

However, the charge transfer resistance for the hydrogen oxidation reaction (HOR) is
much smaller than that for the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR). Therefore, small
irreversible changes in the kinetics of HOR can be difficult to detect. For this reason,
some researchers have started to study anodes in "symmetrical mode" [230-232]. In
this system hydrogen is fed in both compartments. The cathode reaction is a
hydrogen evolution reaction, which has much faster kinetics than ORR. When the
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anode is poisoned in this system the relative changes in the EIS spectrum are much
larger. 

The experience gained during this work was later used in compatibility studies of
different components (sealing materials and glues) in the fuel cell environment.

4.5 Ex-situ and in-situ contact resistance and corrosion measurements

A systematic in-situ research of contact resistances was started after it was found
that these resistances are poorly reproducible and may disturb fuel cell
measurements. The results with commercial fuel cell hardware clearly showed that
there can be a significant contact resistance between graphite current collectors and
gas backings. The measured contact resistances were typically 20-100 mΩ cm2,
when ELAT® gas diffusion electrodes or Toray® carbon papers were used. These
results are similar to ex-situ measurements presented by other research groups [69,
78, 86]. 

Contact resistances have been studied ex situ to gain information about the
magnitude of the resistances and also to test different methods to reduce contact
resistances. Ex-situ contact resistance measurements can be a valuable tool in
contact resistance studies. However, as shown later, time-dependent effects cannot
be detected in short ex-situ measurements. 

Most of the contact resistance experiments were performed with stainless steel
current collectors. The first ex-situ and in-situ measurements showed that that the
contact resistances of the stainless steel depend on the history of the sample. In
addition, even if two samples with similar history were installed the contact
resistances deviated considerably. It seems that every time a new contact is
established the contact points change. Another important conclusion that could be
drawn was that the contact resistances are dependent on the current density, due to
heat production on the interface between gas backing and current collector.

Further research on in-situ contact resistances was carried out in the in-house cell,
where the clamping pressure could be better controlled, as described in Section 3.2. 

The current dependency of the contact resistances was observed also in in-situ
measurements. As in ex-situ measurements the dependency was strong when
contact resistances were high (>0.1 Ω cm2) as can be seen in Figure 4.9. On the
other hand, when the contact resistances are low the relative changes are smaller,
as shown in Paper I. Also, if contact resistances were low they could increase in in-
situ measurements as current density was increased, while they always decreased
both in ex-situ and in in-situ measurements, when the resistances were high. 
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Figure 4.9 Cell voltage and contact resistance vs. current density. Sweep rate 0.07 A cm-2 s-2. Non-
plated stainless steel current collectors: Cell temperature 80°C. Dew points of gases 75°C. O2 flow:
0.65 cm3 s-1. H2 flow: 0.5 cm3 s-1. Clamping pressure 0.4 MPa. MEA description: Nafion® 1035, Pt
loading 0.07 mg cm-2 (anode) and 0.2 mg cm-2 (anode).

Even if the dependency of contact resistances on current density is not large, it may
have some importance in measurements where small changes of membrane
resistance are studied as a function of current density [67]. The contact resistances
also depend on total gas pressure and the gas pressure difference over the
membrane as shown in Paper I.

The most important result of this contact resistance study is the observation that
contact resistances are a function of operating time and that they change when
clamping pressures and gas pressures are cycled up and down as shown in Paper I.
These irreversible changes in contact resistance as a result of changing clamping
pressure have also been discussed by Makkus et al. [73]. It is assumed that every
time gas or clamping pressure is changed, the contact between gas backing and
current collector is changed and more surface is exposed to oxide growth, which
causes the increase in contact resistance. 

The results in Paper I indicate that stainless steel current collectors have stable
contact resistances only as long as those experimental parameters (temperature,
gas pressure, clamping pressure) that can affect the contact between gas backing
and current collector can be kept constant. In practical applications this is not
possible. Therefore, to verify low contact resistances a dynamic method, such as in-
situ measurements presented in this thesis or dynamic ex-situ methods, such as the
CER technique [238], should be used. 

The in-situ measurement techniques were further developed by applying more
precise and controllable clamping pressure regulation using a pneumatic piston. By
changing the clamping pressure with a chosen frequency the contact between
bipolar plate and GDL can be affected. These measurements were adopted as
accelerated contact resistance tests (ACRT). This measurement technique was
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applied to a selection of stainless steel materials (See Table 1 in paper VI) from
Sandvik Steel AB with and without a graphite coating (TIMREX E-LB 1016 by
Timcal). In the measurements, clamping pressure was changed between 0-6 bar, in
six steps of one bar each. Both corrosion rates and contact resistances of these
steels were studied. The measurements were otherwise done similarly as before
except that the stainless steel samples were placed between plane graphite (KC-673
Svenska Tanso AB) current collectors and gas diffusion layers. 

The results of an ACRT are shown in Figure 4.10. As can be seen from Figure 4.10
the contact resistance of the cathode side increases in every ACRT while the cell
voltage, excluding contact resistances, shows a slight increase during the
experiment.

Figure 4.10. Results of the ACRT tests with non-plated steel type SS316. Experimental conditions: H2

flow 0.6 ml/s, O2 flow 1.5 ml/s, cell temperature 60oC, dew points of gases about 70oC. Area 8 cm2,
current density 0.185 A cm-2. Part of the data missing between 23 and 43 hours due to bad contact
between anode GDL and potential probe.

In these measurements it was also found that the high corrosion rates of low
chromium alloys can be reduced by up to one order of magnitude with an easy
graphite plating as shown in Paper VI. However, these corrosion rates are achieved
using pure hydrogen. The corrosion conditions are much more severe when the pH
is lower [239]. This takes place when the fuel gas contains carbon dioxide. 

In these measurements only contact resistances of stainless steels have been
studied. Since it seems more plausible that the material for bipolar plates will be
graphite composite plates contact resistances and plating of these materials should
also be studied.
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4.6 Accelerated studies of membrane degradation in PEFC: in-situ and ex-situ
characterisation

Thin-film MEAs were fabricated on PVDF-g-PSSA membranes, since it was
assumed that they would give higher performance than conventional ELAT
electrodes. In addition, it is also assumed that membrane electrode contact may
affect degradation [240]. When thin-film MEAs were installed into the cell, usually a
very good initial performance was achieved (X3, see Table 3.1). Figure 4.11 shows
an example of measurements made with a thin-film PVDF-g-PSSA MEA. Between
the experiments the cell was at open circuit potential for short periods . 

Figure 4.11 Current density, high frequency (4kHz) impedance (HF) and low frequency (0.25 Hz)
impedance (LF) vs. time measured with MEA X3. Potentiostatic experiment at 0.4 V. Cell temperature
70°C. Dew points of the gases H2: 55°C and 70°C (after 12h) and O2: 50°C and 65°C,respectively. H2

flow rate: 0.4 ml s-1, O2 flow rate: 1 ml s-1. Gas backing: carbon cloth with 40% PTFE. 

In the very beginning of the experiment current densities of 1.5 A cm-2 at 0.5 V and 3
A cm-2 at 0.1 V could be measured. However, the performance of thin-film electrodes
decreases rapidly due to weakening of the contact between the catalyst layer and
the membrane. This weakening proceeds more rapidly when the testing temperature
is increased, which makes accelerated testing at higher temperatures very difficult. 

The poor contact between the membrane and thin-film electrode was clearly visible
when the membrane was taken out from the cell. The main part of the thin-film
electrode was peeled off and adhered to the gas backing. The rest of the electrode
was easily removed by soaking the membrane in water. At the end of the experiment
the open circuit potential of the cell was about 850 mV. This indicates the formation
of pinholes in the membrane. However, these were not found when the MEA was
removed from the cell.

The contact between catalyst layer and PVDF-g-PSSA could be stabilised by hot-
pressing the MEA. However, PVDF-g-PSSA-based membranes are not chemically
and mechanically stable for hot-pressing at high temperatures. Our initial tests
showed that at least a temperature of 150°C is required to reach a stable contact
between the PFSI-based electrode and the PVDF-g-PSSA-based membrane.
Another option is to use such polymers in the electrodes that are more compatible
with grafted PVDF polymer.
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Another test series was made using PVDF-g-PSSA and PVDF-co-HFP(6%)-g-PSSA
membranes and applying conventional ELAT® electrodes. By using conventional
electrodes a more stable contact between electrode and membrane could be
formed, which would allow monitoring of membrane resistance.

An example of these measurements is shown in Figure 4.12. After this fuel cell test,
the open circuit potential was 1010 mV indicating that the membrane was not broken
during the experiment. This is important since if the membrane breaks and there is a
mixing of hydrogen and oxygen gas the degradation can be substantially faster. 

Figure 4.12 HF impedance and cell potential vs. time measured with MEA X3. Cell temperature 70°C.
Dew points of the gases O2 and H2: 75°C. Gas flow rates, H2: 1 ml s-1 and O2: 1 ml s-1

The first interpretation of the results in Figure 4.12 would be that the resistance of
the membrane decreases during the first 120 hours before a rapid increase.
However, since in this measurement the electrode was only pressed against the
membrane it did not have not a stable contact with the membrane, but the contact
improved during the measurement, changing also the HF resistance. This is opposite
to the situation when the thin-film MEA was used. Galvanostatic fuel cell experiments
and corresponding Bode diagrams in Paper III also illustrate the importance of stable
contact. Usually, it takes some tens of hours before the contacts between the
electrodes and membrane have stabilised and the HF impedance, which gives the
internal resistance, reaches a stable rate of increase. 

The experiments show that the use of HF impedance is not a reliable way to monitor
membrane degradation. If HF is used the impedance spectrum should be recorded
also at lower frequencies to ensure that there are no changes in kinetics that can
overlap to higher frequencies.

An option for overcoming these difficulties in in-situ degradation measurements
would be the use of "symmetrical mode" as described in Section 4.4. In a hydrogen-
hydrogen cell the current densities could be increased and there would not be any
uncertainty about chemical degradation if pinholes are formed during the
experiments. In addition, the changes in kinetics would be smaller, since the charge
transfer resistance of the hydrogen evolution reaction is much smaller than that of
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ORR. Of course, this testing method is suitable only for membranes degrading due
to processes directly linked to the HOR [138]. However, by bleeding oxygen to the
anode side of a "symmetrical mode"-cell the degradation mechanism based on HO2•
radical formation, proposed by Büchi et al., could also be tested [130].

The surface scans of the membranes revealed the importance of mechanical support
for the membrane. As shown in Figure 4.13 a large degradation was detected at the
edges of the electrodes where there was poor mechanical support. This degradation
was found both on areas of active electrode and on the inactive part of the electrode.
The latter has also been detected by Wang and Capuano [133], but they did not
discuss the effect of lacking membrane support. The region at the interface between
gas backing and sealing has been found to be critical for the life-time of the
membrane. As discussed in Section 4.8 insufficient heat rejection can lead to
accelerated degradation. However, in the measurements, described in Paper III,
there was no electrochemical reaction and thus no heat production in that region.
Most probably, mechanical stress, induced by uneven swelling and shrinking,
enhance both mechanical and chemical degradation, since especially membranes
with high water uptake were found to crack in this region. 

Figure 4.13. Schematic presentation of the measurement set-up and surface profile of the relative
PSSA concentration of  membrane X2 after the fuel cell test, shown in Fig.1a in Paper III. 
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4.7 Ex-situ and in-situ characterisation of GDL 

Ex-situ characterisation of different GDLs was carried out to identify critical
parameters for fuel cell performance and to provide values for modelling studies and
stack development [241, papers VI and VII]. Ex-situ measurements include porosity
and pore size characterisation, as well as measurements of electrical contact
resistance, thermal impedance and air permeability as a function of compression
pressure.

Mechanical properties were studied by measuring the compression of GDL materials
as a function of compression pressure. The clamping pressure distribution on GDLs
was studied by using pressure-sensitive film as described in Paper V. 

Permeability and mechanical properties
The studied GDLs had highly varying properties. Permeabilities of materials were
very different and there were up to two orders of magnitude differences between
different GDLs in in-plane and through-plane ratios. The permeabilities reported in
Paper V are calculated using the thickness of uncompressed GDL. In some of the
measurements the compression strain of the GDL was also measured. The change
in thickness was measured using a simple measuring system that did not allow better
accuracy than 10-15 µm. Therefore, stress-strain data, shown in Figure 4.14, was
not included in Paper V. Figure 4.14 gives the stress-strain as well as permeability
data for Carbel, Sigracet® GDL 10-BA and Sigracet® GDL 10-BC. 

Figure 4.14. Permeability and stress-strain data for Carbel™ CL, Sigracet® GDL 10-BA and 10-BC.

As can be seen from the data in Figure 4.14 the permeability of the Carbel™ CL
decreases much more than that of Sigracet® GDL 10-BC when clamping pressure is
increased. Carbon papers are usually mechanically much more rigid and therefore
the compression strain is smaller [140]. The difference becomes even larger when
compression strain is taken into account and permeability is calculated using Darcy's
equation [140, 163]. 
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GDLs are also very different when in-plane and through-plane ratios are compared
as shown in Paper V. This has different consequences for mass transport depending
on the flow field. High and reproducible in-plane permeability is important in some of
the structures such as interdigitated flow-field, while low in-plane permeability in
beneficial to reach beneficial flow distribution in a meander structure [143]. It is
usually assumed in the modelling studies that the permeability is homogeneous while
it is in fact highly anisotropic. Especially the microporous layer, usually laid on the
carbon paper, can have three orders of magnitude lower permeability than the
substrate material as shown in Paper V. 

If there is a dense microporous layer on the GDL the mass transport resistance is
totally due to this microporous layer. Consequently, the increased convection in the
GDL should have only a small effect in this type GDL. The increased convection in
the GDL has been shown to have a beneficial effect on cell performance both in
modelling and experimental studies [143, 242, 243].

Compressive and bending behaviour of the GDL, together with flow field structure,
will determine the local distributions of permeability as well as distributions of contact
resistance and thermal impedance in the cell. Figure 4.15 a illustrates the surface
pressure distributions obtained with Pressurex® pressure-sensitive film. The cell was
assembled placing a Pressurex® film instead of MEA and applying pressure as
usual. 

a)                                                                                b)

Figure 4.15 a) Pressure distributions measured with a pressure-sensitive film. A1, B1: compression
force 6 bar A2, B2, C: compression force 12 bar. A3, B3: compression force 24 bar. Darker colour
indicates higher pressure. The pressure distributions A1-A3 are obtained using Carbel™ CL and B1-B3
and C using Sigracet® GDL 30-BB. In A1-A3 and B1-B3 the flow field was a single spiral channel and
in C a net-type flow field was used, more details of the net can be found in Paper VI. b) Schematic
illustration of GDL compression in a fuel cell.
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As can be seen from Figure 4.15 a, mechanically more rigid carbon paper distributes
the pressure more evenly between channel and rib than softer carbon cloth. The
latter can distribute only a small fraction of the pressure. Low mechanical rigidity
leads to highly uneven permeability, porosity, thermal impedance and contact
resistance. Figure 4.15 b illustrates the situation in the cell, with channel structure,
when the GDL is compressed. Above the ribs compression is higher, thickness and
permeability of GDL are smaller and heat transfer is better on the interface between
GDL and MEA. 

Thermal impedance and contact resistance measurements
Thermal impedance measurements were made using fuel cell hardware as
described in V. Both ex-situ and in-situ measurements, seen in Figure 4.16 a-b,
show that thermal impedance and contact resistance are strongly dependent on the
clamping pressure. The temperature difference between exhaust gas and current
collector in Figure 4.16 b can be used to estimate thermal impedance as discussed
in Paper V. 

As the results in Figure 4.16 a-b show the thermal impedance decreases by a factor
of 2 when the pressure in increased from 1 bar to 10 bar. The measured electrical
contact resistances, measured ex-situ, are in the same range as reported in the
literature [140]. Reasonable contact resistances (under 10 m: cm-2 per contact) are
reached at pressures below 10 bar. 

a)                                                                             b)
Figure 4.16 a) Thermal impedance and contact resistance as functions of clamping pressure for
Sigracet® GDL 10-BC and Carbel™ CL. Thermal impedance and contact resistance values for two
contacts and bulk. b) Temperature difference between exhaust gases and CC and high-frequency
resistance as a function of clamping pressure. Data is from the same measurement as Figure 8 in
Paper V.

When the changes in contact resistances are compared it can be seen that the
relative changes are larger in in-situ measurements. As discussed in Paper V this is
probably due to higher resistances on the interface between MEA and GDL. If the
same behaviour is true for thermal impedance, the interface between GDL and MEA
becomes highly interesting. As electrodes are nowadays made on the membranes,
high thermal impedances on this interface would lead to overheating of the
membrane. As overheating of the membrane seems to be a limiting factor for the life-
time, improvements of the interface would enhance the life-time of the MEA [134]. 
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These measurements and measurements presented in Papers V and VI were all
done using channel structures where channels and ribs are placed such that
channels at the anode and cathode sides are facing each other. In practice, there
can be different channel-rib combinations in stacks, which can help in achieving
more even surface pressure distribution. 

The measured thermal impedances for these and other GDLs were usually in the
order of 7-15 K cm2 W-1, including two GDL-CC contacts and bulk material, when the
clamping pressure was 3 to 10 bar. The estimated thermal impedance values from
in-situ measurements for one GDL-CC contact were in the order of 3 to 6 K cm2 W-1.
With a channel-rib ratio of 1:1 the corresponding temperature drop between the
bipolar plate and the GDL would be 6-14°C at a heat flux of 1 W per cm2 GDL area. 

As mentioned in Papers V and VI the thermal impedance measurements as well as
the stress-strain measurements had uncertainties. The methods have been further
developed and are currently applied (autumn 2003) at Helsinki University of
Technology. 

It would also be important to measure stress-strain data using load cycles taking
place in real fuel cell stacks. In an operating fuel cell stack there are frequent
changes of compression force, especially when the gases in the cell are pressurised.
As demonstrated by Mathias et al. the strain increases slightly when the number of
compression cycles is increased [140]. This may cause changes in contact
resistance as well as in thermal impedance. 

Figure 4.17 Schematic one-dimensional temperature profiles of the fuel cell in the normal direction.

When pressure distribution data is used together with compressibility, permeability
and thermal impedance data for the GDL, a more complete set of parameters can be
obtained for model development. 
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Figure 4.17 illustrates schematically the situation, when there is a porous flow field
and the cell is working in single-phase conditions with a total heat production of
about 2 W cm-2. In the ideal model (A) there are no temperature differences. If bulk
values are used the temperature gradients are linear as illustrated in (B). If there is
low compression (high interfacial thermal impedances) there is probably about 10°C
difference between MEA and CC as illustrated in (C). In compression is higher the
difference can be reduced to 5°C as illustrated in (D). 

The large interfacial thermal impedances create stepwise changes in temperature
and condensation of water vapour on the interfaces gives significant contribution to
the heat transfer. If channels are used in the flow field there are heat gradients
between ribs and channels in addition to gradients in the normal direction. 

GDL characterisation by polarisation curve measurements
Several series of polarisation curve measurements were performed with Carbel™ CL
using variable compression levels and using both air and oxygen at the same flow
rates. Figure 4.18 a-d gives the results of two series of polarisation experiments. The
increase in mass transfer is easily seen when the difference in cell voltage between
polarisation curves measured with oxygen and air are plotted. The changes are
almost similar at low and high humidity levels indicating that the mass transfer
limitations are mainly due to decreased porosity, not flooding of the GDL. 

a)                                                                            b)

c)                                                                            d) 
Figure 4.18 Polarization curves with air and cell voltage difference between measurements with air and
oxygen. GDL: Carbel™ CL. a) and c) Cathode humifier set-point 48°C b) and d) Cathode humifier set-
point 60°C. Other parameters as in Paper V. a and b measured with one sample. c and d measured
with another sample.
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However, as discussed in Paper V there are several drawbacks when using
polarisation curves. The most serious one is the changing kinetics of the electrodes.
It was found out that kinetics change even if pre-activation is applied before
experiments. As an example, if the humidity of the gases is temporarily too high an
activation takes place. This occurred in the first measurement series when humidity
was increased at the compression level 18.6 bar. Therefore, the polarisation curve at
18.6 bar has significantly higher potentials at low current densities in Figure 4.18 d. 

Mainly due to problems of changing electrode activity the main part of the work was
carried out using constant current. On the other hand, mass transfer limitations are
visible only at high current densities and polarisation curves at low currents are not
needed.

GDL characterisation using variable clamping pressure 
Optimum compression level can be found much easier by measurements with
constant current than using polarisation experiments, as shown in Paper V. For
example, the optimum compression level for Carbel™ CL was found to be in the
same range in constant current and polarisation curve measurements. Constant
current measurements were found to be accurate and significantly faster. 

Another benefit of constant current measurements is that electrochemical impedance
spectra can be recorded. However, if flooding takes place in the cell the steady-state
conditions, required for quantitative EIS measurements, are difficult to reach, as
flooding is a dynamic phenomenon. The amount of flooding is not constant as
compression is increased due to lower thermal impedance. If the GDL is compressed
so that part of the cell is flooded then the decreasing temperature gradient will
increase flooding. 

As a consequence, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is most suitable for
studying loss of porosity and increase of mass transfer in the single-phase region.
Figure 4.19 a-b shows the results of two impedance measurements performed at low
humidity so that the cell is not flooded. 

Figure 4.19 a) Nyqvist plots at different clamping pressures for Carbel™ CL at low humidity. b) Nyqvist
plots at different clamping pressures for Sigracet® GDL 10-BB at low humidity. Other parameters as in
Paper V.

The qualitative interpretation for both Carbel™ CL and Sigracet® GDL 10-BB is that
as compression is increased contact resistances are decreased, as the left
interception of the x-axis moves to the left. Mass transfer resistance, seen as
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growing semicircles, begins to increase when the highest clamping pressures are
approached. These results are in good agreement with the models presented in
literature [150]. 

When Figure 4.19 a and 4.19 b are compared it can also be seen that Sigracet®
GDL 10-BB has much higher mass transfer resistance than Carbel™ CL. Sigracet®
GDL 10-BB and Carbel™ CL have similar in-plane permeability. However, Sigracet®
GDL 10-BB has much lower through-plane permeability than Carbel™ CL. These
results indicate that through-plane permeability has a significant effect on mass
transfer resistance. The mass transfer resistance of Carbel™ CL increases
noticeably as compression is increased, while there is only a minor change in mass
transfer resistance when Sigracet® GDL 10-BB is used. These results are in
accordance with ex-situ permeability measurements.

GDL characterisation using variable cathode dew point 

Flooding of the GDL can be studied efficiently when GDLs are characterised using
variable cathode dew point. Using variable cathode humidity and keeping other
parameters constant the GDL behaviour could be studied in a simple and efficient
way. The results for four different GDL materials are presented in Figure 4.20.

Figure 4.20 Cell voltage for Carbel™ CL, Sigracet® GDL 30-BB, Sigracet® GDL 10-BC and ELAT®-DS
as a function of cathode humidifier setpoint. Other parameters as in Paper V.

As humidity is increased the performance of both Sigracet® GDL 30-BB and ELAT®-
DS decreases drastically as the cell temperature (60°C) is approached. On the other
hand both Carbel™ CL and Sigracet® GDL 10-BC are performing excellently. 
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Another important result was that the flooding region can be distinguished by
conducting the measurements with both air and oxygen. If the electrodes are flooded
by a continuous water film between the GDL and the electrode, the performance
should decrease due to increased mass-transfer resistance in the electrode. In
Figure 4.21, the results recorded with air and oxygen using Sigracet® GDL 10-BC
are compared. The results with pure oxygen show that there is no decrease in
performance when humidity is increased in the critical range (50°C to 60°C). This
result suggests that the flooding takes place only inside the GDL, when Sigracet®
GDL 10-BC is used. 

Figure 4.21 Cell voltage with air and oxygen at 1 A cm-2 for Sigracet® GDL 10-BC as a function of
cathode humidifier setpoint. Compression force 28.4 bars calculated on the ribs.

4.8 Current distribution studies 

During this work a series of segmented cells were developed. The cells were used to
validate models and give information for stack development. The experiments
presented in Paper IV were focused on verifying that the segmented cell performed
as well as the unsegmented one. Additionally, it was shown that the effects of
humidity and partial pressure of oxygen on the cell performance can be studied. 

It was found that clamping pressure distribution in the cell is a very important
parameter to control. As shown in Paper V the clamping pressure can have a major
effect on the performance, partly due to changes in contact resistance and partly due
to change of GDL properties. Figure 4.22 a illustrates the clamping pressure
distribution, studied using Pressurex® film. It can be observed that the clamping
pressure is concentrated on the edges, the middle part of the active area thus
receives less pressure. 
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a)                                                                        b)   
Figure 4.22 a) Pressure distribution in segmented cell measured with Pressurex® film. Darker colour
indicates higher pressure. b) Disassembled MEA from the cell with segmented gas diffusion layer at
the anode side.

The uneven contact pressure leads to uneven thermal impedance and overheating
of the MEA. Overheating was found to be a serious limitation for the segmenting of
the gas diffusion layer. When experiments with segmented GDL were conducted the
MEA was burned in those places where the GDL was segmented. A scanned picture
of the MEA is shown in Figure 4.22 b.

The stack design, developed during this work, was studied using a segmented cell. It
was found out that an asymmetric structure of the flow field of the PEFC stack,
presented in Section 3.4, would result in undesirable current distribution. An
asymmetrical current collector (Figure 3.3 C) was placed at the cathode side while
the anode structure was the same as was used in the previous measurements.
Operation parameters were chosen so that flooding could be avoided. 

The results in Figure 4.23 show that the corner (1,8) that has no outlet hole produces
almost no current. Similar behaviour could be observed at the adjacent inlet corner
(4,1), which correspondingly did not contain an inlet hole. 

Figure 4.23 Current distribution measured using air. Arrow expresses the flow direction of the
reactants. Surplus 1.1 for air and 2.7 for hydrogen was used. Dew points: 46qC and 56qC for cathode
and anode gases, respectively. Cell temperature: 60qC. Current density 500 mA cm-2. Cell voltage was
0.57 V. 
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Most of the experiments were made using symmetric flow fields. In Figure 4.24 a-b
the effects of low humidity and oxygen partial pressure are illustrated. Figure 4.24 a
shows how the current density increases towards the outlet due to increased proton
conduction as gases are humidified by product water. When the same experiment
was made using air, Figure 4.24 b, it could be observed that the slightly higher
compression on the edges, seen in Figure 4.22 was sufficient to create a divaricated
current distribution since the flow velocity on the edges was lower than in the middle
and causing uneven water and oxygen partial pressure distributions in the horizontal
direction.

a)                                                                         b)
Figure 4.24. (a-a) Current distribution measured with oxygen and low humidity; (a-b) horizontally
averaged current distribution; (a-c) measured cell potential �¸� and iR-corrected cell potential � ��
Arrows express the flow direction of the reactants. Surplus 5.5 for oxygen and 3.4 for hydrogen was
used. (b-a) Current distribution measured with air and low humidity; (b-b) horizontally averaged current
distribution; (b-c) measured cell potential �¸� and iR-corrected cell potential � �� Surplus 1.3 for air and
3.4 for hydrogen was used The average current density in (a-a), (a-b) (b-a) and (b-b) was 1.1 A cm-2.

The experimentally obtained current distributions were used to validate the
developed PEFC model presented in Paper VII. The validation of a PEFC model
requires careful measurements of the parameters used in the model. For example,
the flooding behaviour of the GDL totally determines the performance of the cell if
the flow field is not flooded. On the other hand, the GDL can work perfectly while
some of the flow field may be blocked by liquid water hindering the gas flow.
Therefore, the successful development and validation of non-isothermal two-phase
models requires significant improvements in understanding of gas and water transfer
properties in GDL.
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4.9 Development and characterisation of 1 kW fuel cell stack based on stainless
steel net flow fields

Measurements using an intermediate size (54 cm2) fuel cell
An intermediate size fuel cell was tested for about 1000 hours, mainly at 70°C to
verify stability and performance of large thin-film MEAs as well as construction
materials. Another research topic was to study a new stack concept. During this long
run a large number of experiments were carried out to gain experience and
information about experiments in large cells. The internal resistances of the cell were
studied using current interrupt and electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS)
techniques. The performance of the cell is illustrated in Figure 4.25 a. These results
show that the MEA production method described is Section 3.2 functions.

The cell performance was studied using the EIS technique. Examples of the EIS
measurements are presented in Figure 4.25 b. The shapes of the phase angle and
impedance curves are in accordance with those presented in the literature [96, 235,
233, 237]. The qualitative evaluation of EIS data requires an extensive model
development, which is outside of the scope of this thesis. 

a)                                                                          b)

Figure. 4.25 (a) Cell voltage vs. current density plots of large cell. A delay between the points of 30-60
min. Membrane: Nafion® 1035. Pt loading: 0.07 mg cm-2 (cathode) and 0.03 mg cm-2 (anode). Cell
temperature 70°C, H2 dew point 70°C and surplus 1.2. Cathode gases, dew points and gas surpluses
are given in the figure. (b) Bode diagram of the measured impedance spectra, recorded at the lowest
current density in (a), symbols as in (a) 

IR correction in these experiments was made using the current interrupt technique.
IR correction using high frequency resistances (HF) was compared with the
resistances obtained with using interrupt technique to study applicability of HF
resistance measurements in large cells. The deviation between the result obtained
using the different techniques was observed to be less than 5%. However, when
cells have a low impedance, the measurement errors can make the use of HF
impossible, since the measurement error increases rapidly as a function of
measurement frequency [244]. 

Measurements with large cells (188 cm2) and 1 kW stack
The test procedure of the 1 kW stack included the study of different operating
temperatures, different humidification temperatures, different operating pressures as
well as the study of hydrogen and air surpluses. A similar extensive parametric study
for a single cell has been made by Wang et al. [245]. 
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The results in Paper VI show the behaviour for the stack at different operating
conditions. The stack behaved as expected, when gas surpluses, temperatures and
pressures were changed. A peculiar result was that no signs flooding were detected
even if the stack was operated in the two-phase region. There are several reasons
for this good behaviour. Firstly, the GDL used was Carbel™ CL that has excellent
water management properties as shown in Section 4.7. Secondly, it was found that
additional interfaces increase thermal impedance significantly as shown in Paper VI.
As a consequence the GDL has significantly higher temperature than measured from
the cooling water. Apparently, the flow field is not flooded either. Flow velocity and
pressure drops seem to be sufficient to drive water away from the net flow field.

An exceptional result of the study with 1 kW stack was that there was no effect of
flow direction, co-flow vs. counter-flow. Most of the measurements were made using
co-current flow. Counter-flow was studied briefly. When counter-flow was applied the
effect on the performance was minimal as can be seen in Figure 4.26. Only at
current densities above 1 A cm-2 can a minor effect of flow direction be seen in
Figure 4.26, counter-flow giving slightly (less than 10mV per cell) higher cell voltages.

Figure 4.26. Polarisation curves at co and counter-flow. Conditions as follows: Pressure of gases 2
bar(a), cell temperature 60°C, supluses of 1.5 and 2.0 for hydrogen and air, respectively. Gases
humidified at cell temperature.

Even if the effect of the flow direction was minimal, due to fully humidified gases, it
may be larger as humidity is decreased. In counter-flow arrangements the
humidification of the MEA is more efficient, since some of the product water can be
transported to the anode side. This may also enhance membrane durability as
discussed earlier.

The activation of the electrodes, applied in the work, presented in Sections 4.7 and
4.8 was also carried out on the full-size cells. There are significant risks when using
very low gas surplu ses in stacks. The activation of the 1 kW stack was made by
changing anode and cathode sides twice. The activation of the 2-cell stack was
made by using low cathode potential and using a simple procedure. The outlet of the
air side was closed and the stack was operated at low current density until cell
voltage (cathode potential) dropped to zero. After this the cell was operated very
shortly at high air excess and low current. The procedure was repeated five times.
The results are shown in Figure 4.27 a-d.
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a)                                                                            b)

c)                                                                            d)
Figure 4.27 a) Average cell voltages for 2-cell stack. b) Average cell voltages in log-scale. c) Voltages
for each cell. d) The change in transient (at 0.5 A cm-2). Parameters: Air flow: 6.3 dm3/min. H2 flow: 2.6
dm3/min. Dew points of gases and cell temperature: 60oC.

Activation had several interesting effects. Firstly, the current density at high cell
voltages increased by a factor of 3-4. Secondly, the incease in performance was
larger in the cell that had worse initial performance. Another interesting result was
that the shape of the transient voltage after current interruption changed drastically,
as can be seen in Figure 4.27 d. 

These results as well as the results in section in 4.7 and 4.8 show that a low cathode
potential combined with high humidity is a very effective way to activate as-received
electrodes. According to our experience a change of anode and cathode sides can
give only small additional activation if the procedure with a low cathode potential
with high humidity is applied first.
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5. Concluding remarks

5.1 The focus of future PEFC research 

In this thesis all the main aspects related to PEFC stack developmend have been
studied. Since this work was started (May 1998) there has been significant increases
in understanding of PEFC and, consequently, the focus of research may have been
changed. At this point (end of 2003) one should ask a question: What are the most
relevant topics of PEFC research at the moment? 

There is no simple answer to that question. Based on the discussion in Sections 1
and 2 it can be claimed that the current PEFC technology is environmentally viable
and will be economically competitive in several niche markets. However, the large-
scale use of PEFC in passenger vehicles and even fleet applications is not viable
due to high costs. Therefore the main focus at the moment should be to cut down the
costs of the current technology. How this can be done?

The losses in a fuel cell are due to kinetic losses on electrodes, resistive losses and
mass transport [35, chapter 2]. Of these losses resistive and mass transport losses
become dominating at high current densities (>0.5 A cm-2). If operatiing voltage at
peak power is chosen relatively low, areal power density can be significanty
increased by minimising resistive and mass transport losses. IR losses have,
however, a major effect on costs even at higher cell voltages and lower current
densities [46]. 

While fundamental research on new catalysts and new membranes is needed for
further development of PEFC the optimisation of current materials and stacks is
probably sufficient to reach significant market penetration. The possibilities for
improvements are illustrated in Table 5.1 where some of the main material and
operational parameters are listed. 

Table 5.1 Material and operational parameters to be optimised in the PEFC.

Higher cell temperature Lower membrane humidity Higher permeability in GDL

- higher system efficiency
- improved CO tolerance

- improved kinetics of ORR

- higher system efficiency
- less strict requirements for

GDL and flow field (no flooding)

- better performance with low
oxygen partial pressure

- larger rib-channel ratio giving
more support for the membrane

Better water management
properties in GDL 

Lower thermal impedance on
the interfaces

Advanced flow field design
(uniform reactant distribution)

- operation with local flooding
possible

- larger rib-channel ratio giving
more support for the membrane

- operation at high currents with
no decrease in life-time

- higher temperature for the
waste heat

- better performance with low
oxygen partial pressure

- less strict requirements for the
GDL 

Lower contact resistances Better tolerances of bipolar
plates

Less mass transport limitation
in electrodes

- less clamping pressure
required leading to higher
permeability of the GDL

- the use of stiffer GDL
materials possible leading to
smoother clamping pressure

distribution

- operation with lower gas
surpluses possible
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5.2 Further research on the topics of this thesis

The methods used in this work can be further developed and applied. In the following
are the most relevant and interesting topics of research are described.

Further research to develop bipolar plate materials
As there are already materials available that satisfy the target costs of DOE for
bipolar plates (Section 2.5) the focus should be to optimise contact resistances of
these materials. A target value should be under 10 mΩ*cm2 (preferably <5 mΩ*cm2)
per contact. Corrosion is probably a minor problem, but can cause serious problems
especially on the anode side when refomate fuel is used. 

Further research to characterise GDLs and further research on flow fields
As discussed earlier, the characterisation of the GDL properties is essential for
developing realistic PEFC models for the flow field optimisation. Therefore
characterisation and optimisation of GDL is strongly connected to the development of
new flow field designs in PEFC. Consequently, the best way to conduct research is
to make the GDL characterisation in a small cell and use those results in interpreting
the results of larger, possibly segmented, cells. 

The GDL permeability should be increased while maintaining sufficient water
management properties. If the GDL is used only at single-phase conditions more
radical approaches including removal of the dense microporous surface layer could
be tested.

The GDL behaviour in a fuel cell could be studied using air and Helox (a mixture of
oxygen and helium) in order to distinguish between mass transfer losses in the
electrodes and in the GDL [246]. The use of air and oxygen should be applied to all
GDL-MEA combinations when flooding is studied in order to distinguish between
flooding of the electrode and the GDL.

The effect of channel-rib ratio can be very easily studied in the cell applied in this
work. By varying channel and rib dimensions well characterised conditions could be
reached. When channel-rib ratio is studied the clamping pressure distribution
between channel and ribs should be carefully measured with a pressure-sensitive
film.

Another topic of GDL research is the increased convection in GDL. The increased
convection in the GDL can be achieved only by having additional pressure drop in
the cell [247]. Hovever, some pressure drop is always needed to reach uniform flow
distribution between the cells. The pressure drop to increase convection in GDL can
be defined as useful while, for example, the pressure drops in the inlet of the stack
presented in Paper VII were unuseful. An obvious conclusion for the design of the
flow field is that the pressure drop, required for even distribution beween cells,
should be used to minimise mass-transfer limitations in the GDL.
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Proposals for research with segmented cell
The experience gained in this work has been used to design and construct the next
version of the segmented cell. The main aim was to construct a cell that has
maximum robustness so that the behaviour of the segmented cell would be as close
as possible to the behaviour of the unsegmented one. The main items to improve in
the design applied in Paper V and in Section 4.8 are the mechanical rigidity, thermal
conductivity and contact resistances. In addition, the installation of the segmented
stainless steel net was difficult and was omitted in the new design. Installation of
temperature probe and measuring of gas composition and humidity could be
enabled. The structure of the new cell is presented in Figure 5.1 a-b.

a)                                                                         b)
Figure 5.1 a) Drawing of the segmented cell. b) Photograph of the segmented cell.

In this cell there is only one layer. The current collector plate is made of graphite or
steel and the segments are isolated by epoxy resin. Current is taken out from the
segments by conventional bolts (M4) made of brass or copper in order to get low
contact resistances. Initial tests with the cell have given very promising results.

So far, segmented cells have been used to map current distributions mainly by
varying humidity and oxygen fraction on the cathode side. Local temperature and
humidity can also be monitored as well as the flooding of the GDL, if equipment for
neutron imaging is available. In Table 5.2 interesting topics for further experiments
are listed. Additional equipment required for these investigations is also listed in the
table.
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Table 5.2 Topics for further research
Research topic Methods Additional equipment needed

Effect of CO poisoning with and
without air bleeding

CO and air injection into the
anode gas

Flow control equipment

Effect of through-plane temperature
gradient 

Separate cooling flows on
the anode and cathode sides

Equipment for flow and
temperature control 

Effect of in-plane temperature
gradient

Regulation of temperature
and flow rate of cooling flow 

Effect of combination of in-plane and
through-plane temperature gradients

Regulation of two cooling
flows

Equipment for flow and
temperature control 

Effect of GDL compression Controlled compression of
the cell and verification of
pressure distribution

Easily compressible sealings,
pressure-sensitive film for lower
pressures (down to 1 bar)

Effect of GDL flooding Humidity sweeps on
anode/cathode

Humidity measurement
equipment (optional) 

Effect of rib/channel ratio in the flow
field

Measurements with different
cathode flow fields

Cathode flow fields with
different flow structures 

Humidity distribution in the cell Measurement of humidity at
different points of flow fields

Equipment listed in reference
196.

Distinguishing mass transfer
limitations between GDL and
electrode

Measurements using Helox,
air and oxygen

Control of helium flow

Effect of flow direction (up/down and
co/counter)

Measurements with different
flow directions 

Effect of gravity on parallel flow
channels

Measurements with different
cell alignments 

Cathode flow field with parallel
channels, cell holder enabling
accurate orientation control

Further research for measuring thermal impedances in the cell
In this work it has been shown that heat transfer is a major problem in the PEFC.
Heat transfer resistance (thermal impedance) can be studied using the methods
presented in this thesis. However, in order to get more information in practical fuel
cells the heat transfer resistance could be measured in full-size cells. A possibility is
to control the cooling flows of cathode and anode separately in a single cell and
insulating the cell so that the heat dissipation due to natural convection is minimal.
By applying two cooling flows with different temperatures a heat flux over the cell can
be created. By measuring flow rates and temperature differences of cooling flows
and temperature difference over the cell the heat transfer resistance can then be
determined. 

Another possibility for determining heat transfer resistance is to conduct
measurements with a stack and cool the stack only, for example, at every fourth cell.
Heat production (and heat flux) can be caclulated from current-voltage data. The
heat transfer resistance can be calculated using temperature drops over the cells.
The formation of these temperature drops, without additional heating or cooling, is
shown in the illustrative paper of Lee et al. [248].
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6. Conclusions

The results of this thesis give several important insights into characterisation of
PEFC components. The characterisation work was succesful, since new fuel cell
hardware, including single cells and segmented cells, was developed. The
development of a MEA fabrication technique with simplified procedures was carried
out. The composition of these in-house MEAs could be varied and controlled, which
made mass-transport studies possible. 

The results from the mass-transport study indicate that the mass-transport limitation
in the cathode is oxygen diffusion in the agglomerates. This observation enables
optimisation of the cathode structure.

It was shown that the nominal humidification temperatures of the humidifiers are
often inaccurate, due to insufficient temperature control of the gas pipes and
misplacement of the temperature probe.

Using a novel in-house cell it was demonstrated that it is possible to distinguish the
compression effect on contact resistances from other effects, by controlling the
clamping pressure of the cell and by measuring the potential of the cell at the gas
backings. The contact resistances are shown to be dependent on clamping pressure,
gas pressure, current density and temperature. Exposing the cell to thermal and
mechanical cycling leads to increase of contact resistances, which strongly suggests
that dynamic methods should be used in contact resistance studies. 

The construction of the in-house cell enables easy measurements of contact
resistances and the potential of the reference electrode. However, it was
demonstrated by simulations and experiments that significant errors can appear in
in-situ contact resistance measurements as well as in the measurement where a
reference electrode is used. 

The degradation measurements with PVDF-based radiation grafted membranes
showed that the behaviour of a membrane in the fuel cell is very dependent on cell
design and the fabrication of the membrane-electrode assembly. The micro-Raman
measurements revealed that proper mechanical support for the membrane in the fuel
cell is very important. It was also found that it is vital to have a stable contact
between the electrodes and the membrane during fuel cell testing. If this contact is
not stable during the measurement, it is not possible to distinguish the changes of
membrane resistance from the changes in the electrode performance during the test.
It was found that the accelerated chemical testing with hydrogen peroxide could be
used for fast screening of membrane durability. However, the final tests should be
done in a fuel cell. 

The methods for characterising GDLs were successfully developed. The most
efficient method to characterise GDLs was found out to be galvanostatic experiments
with varying cathode humidity. The effect of compression on the cell performance
was found to be most signficant when GDLs have poor water management
properties or low permeability. Thermal impedance and contact resistances were
found to correlate and interfaces were found to be the main cause of thermal
impedance. Both thermal impedance and contact resistances can be reduced by
increasing compression force. 
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Permeability measurements and fuel cell experiments under single-phase conditions
indicate that a permeability of 10-12 m2 should be sufficient for GDLs. It was found
that it is much more important to avoid flooding and loss of porosity under two-phase
conditions than to maximise permeability under single-phase conditions. 

The measurement of porosity and pore size distribution of GDLs was found to be a
very difficult task. These parameters should be measured separately for the
substrate material and for the microporous layer. 

The developed segmented cell proved to be usable for current distribution
measurements even though the contact pressures on the segment surfaces were not
uniform. It was also noticed that the uneven clamping pressure had a significant
effect on the local cell performance. By varying the inlet humidification and the partial
pressure of the oxygen at the cathode side it was shown that the system is capable
of detecting differences in ionic conductivity and mass transfer properties. 

It was tried to reduce the smoothening of the current distribution, caused by the
unsegmented GDL on the anode side, by segmenting the GDL. It was noticed that
the MEA required better mechanical support than the segmented GDL could provide.
The insufficient mechanical support led to a quick degradation of the MEA at high
current densities.

The measurement system was furthermore used to investigate current distribution on
an asymmetrical net flow field used in the stacks developed during this work. It was
noticed that at the outlet region a “dead zone” was formed in a place where no outlet
hole for cathode exhaust gases was present.

The results from current distribution measurements were used to validate a two-
phase PEFC model. Good agreement between predicted and experimental
polarisation curves was achieved. It was also concluded from the simulations that the
liquid water saturation was low due to high temperature gradients inside the fuel cell.

A PEFC cell design and stack based on stainless steel net flow fields was
developed. Tests with the in-house stack and single cells indicate that stainless steel
bipolar plates could be used for the stack when pure H2 is used as fuel. A selection
of stainless steel materials were characterised in fuel cell measurements using
accelerated contact resistance tests (ACRT) and measuring corrosion rate. The
results showed that low chromium content of the steel leads to low contact
resistance but high corrosion rates. 
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8. List of abbreviations and symbols

ACRT accelerated contact resistance test
ADL Arthur D. Little Inc.
APU auxiliary power unit
BP bipolar plate, often referred to as current collector (CC) in single cells 
CC current collector
CER contact electric resistance
CHP combined heat and power
CO carbon monoxide
CO2 carbon dioxide
DME dimethyl ether 
DMFC direct methanol fuel cell
DOE United States Department of Energy
DOG degree of grafting
EtOH ethanol
EIS electrochemical impedance spectroscopy
GDL gas diffusion layer, gas backing, gas diffusion backing
GJ gigajoule
Gtoe gigatons of oil equivalent 1 Gtoe = 41.868 EJ = 41.868*1018 J
HFP hexafluoropropylene
HHV higher heating value, a value of the reaction enthalpy when water is in liquid form in the

products
HOR hydrogen oxidation reaction
IEA International Energy Agency
IEC ion exchange capacity
Hz hertz
kWe kilowatt of electricity
LANL Los alamos ational laboratory
LCA life cycle analysis
LHV lower heating value, a value of the reaction enthalpy when water is in gaseous form in the

products
MEA membrane electrode assembly
mgPt milligrams of platinum
MeOH methanol
ORR oxygen reduction reaction
PEFC polymer electrolyte fuel cell
PFSI perfluorosulfonic ionomer
POX preferential oxidation reactor
PSSA poly(styrene sulfonic acid)
PTFE poly(tetra fluoro ethylene)
PVDF poly(vinylidene fluoride)
RME rape seed methyl ester
SEM scanning electron microscopy
SMR steam methane reforming
SOFC solid oxide fuel cell
TBAOH tetrabutylammonium hydroxide
V volt
WE working electrode
WU water uptake
ZEV zero emission vehicle

λ Heat conductivity W K-1 m-1
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